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Abstract. A simple model is used to analyse the relation between the phenomenon of convective aggregation at small scales

and larger scale variability, including MJO-like behaviour, that results from coupling between dynamics and moisture in the

tropical atmosphere. The model is based on the single-layer dynamical equations coupled to a moisture equation to represent

the dynamical effects of latent heating and radiative heating. The moisture variable q evolves through the effect of horizon-

tal convergence, nonlinear horizontal advection and diffusion. Following previous work, the coupling between moisture and5

dynamics is included in such a way that a horizontally homogeneous state may be unstable to inhomogeneous disturbances

and, as a result, localised regions evolve towards either dry or moist states, with respectively divergence or convergence in the

horizontal flow. The behaviour of the model system is investigated using a combination of theory and numerical simulation.

The spatial organisation of the moist and dry regions demonstrates a spatial coarsening that, if moist regions and dry regions

are interpreted respectively as convecting and non-convecting, represents a form of convective aggregation. When the weak10

temperature gradient (WTG) approximation (i.e. a local balance between heating and convergence) applies and horizontal

advection is neglected the system reduces to a nonlinear reaction-diffusion equation for q and the coarsening is a well-know

aspect of such systems. When nonlinear advection of moisture is included the large-scale flow that arises from the spatial

pattern of divergence and convergence leads to a distinctly different coarsening process. When thermal and frictional damping

and f -plane rotation are included in the dynamics, there is a dynamical length scale Ldyn that sets an upper limit for the spatial15

coarsening of the moist and dry regions. The f -plane results provide a basis for interpreting the behaviour of the system on an

equatorial β-plane, where the dynamics implies a displacement in the zonal direction of the divergence relative to q and hence

to coherent equatorially confined zonally propagating disturbances, comprising separate moist and dry regions. In many cases

the propagation speed and direction depend on the equatorial wave response to the moist heating, with the relative strength

of the Rossby wave response to the Kelvin wave response determining whether the propagation is eastward or westward. The20

key overall properties of the propagating disturbances, the spatial scale and the phase speed, depend on nonlinearity in the

coupling between moisture and dynamics and any linear theory for such disturbances therefore has limited usefulness. The

model described here, in which the moisture and dynamical fields vary in two spatial dimensions and important aspects of

nonlinearity are captured, provides an intermediate model between theoretical models based on linearisation and one spatial

dimension and GCMs or convection-resolving models.25
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1 Introduction

Much theoretical and modelling work over the past few decades has focused on the coupling between dynamics and moisture in

the tropical atmosphere, which it is clear must be taken into account at leading-order to explain many tropical phenomena. Two

topics that continue to attract significant attention are the Madden-Julian Oscillation, first identified in observations as a pattern30

of behaviour of the real tropical atmosphere, and convective aggregation, identified as a behaviour in numerical simulations in

convection-representing models. The Madden-Julian Oscillation (hereafter MJO) is the dominant mode of intraseasonal vari-

ability of the tropical atmosphere and, until recently, has not been reliably simulated in global models. Recent reviews (e.g.

Jiang et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020) have emphasised that there still is no universally accepted theory for the oscillation,

which reduces confidence in modelling capability. Convective aggregation (e.g Wing et al., 2017; Muller et al., 2022) has been35

identified as a pattern of behaviour of a hypothetical tropical atmosphere in which there is no imposed spatial inhomogeneity,

but which exhibits spontaneous organisation of the circulation and convection into regions of two types, one type with active

convection and large-scale ascent, and the other with convection suppressed by large-scale subsidence. The relevance of con-

vective aggregation to the behaviour of the real atmosphere remains a topic of debate, but the study of aggregation in numerical

models has provided a great deal of insight into the physics of the tropical atmosphere, particularly the interactions between40

convecting and non-convecting regions, and the way in which this physics is represented in models.

Furthermore it has also been suggested that the same physics that is responsible for convective aggregation in numerical

simulations is also part of the mechanism for the MJO (Bretherton et al., 2005; Arnold and Randall, 2015). Investigating

this possibility in numerical simulations has been challenging because the numerical resolution for convective-representing

simulations is a few km or less and the spatial structure of the MJO has scales of several thousand km. A small number of45

papers (e.g Arnold and Randall, 2015; Khairoutdinov and Emanuel, 2018) have described simulations that bridge this gap

and have given insight into the relation between convective aggregation and the spontaneous generation of large-scale MJO-

like disturbances. Nonetheless, since such simulations are at the very edge of current computational capacity and the scope

for thorough examination of parameter space is limited, it is desirable to find a simpler theoretical and modelling framework

within which the link between processes such as aggregration on the mesoscale and larger scale organisation of dynamics can50

be investigated further. The focus of this paper is the formulation and study of a simple model for such investigation.

Several different physical processes have been proposed as important for aggregation, often supported by the results of

mechanism-denial experiments in CRMs in which the effects of particular processes have been altered or omitted altogether.

One suggested description of the route to aggregation is via an instability of a spatially homogeneous radiative-convective

equilibrium state resulting from feedbacks between moisture and radiation (Raymond, 2000; Emanuel et al., 2014), primarily55

in the free troposphere, though the boundary layer (Yang, 2018) may play a crucial role in the dynamics of these feedbacks.

Instability, generally described as radiative instability or radiative-convective instability, may result if these feedbacks can over-

come the dynamical stability of the convecting atmosphere. The competition between these processes is typically represented
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by the gross moist stability (e.g Raymond et al., 2009), though changes in convective moisture and heat transport should be

taken properly into account (Beucler et al., 2018). The growing instability is expected ultimately to saturate at finite ampli-60

tude with the result that locally the system tends towards a moist or a dry state. Such behaviour has been demonstrated using

single-column radiation-convection calculations using various standard radiative and convective parametrizations and adopting

the weak temperature gradient (WTG) assumption where the environmental temperature is specified and the vertical mass flux

is allowed to be non-zero (Sobel et al., 2007; Emanuel et al., 2014). Under suitable conditions the radiative-convective (RCE)

state is unstable and the system evolves towards a moist state or a dry state, depending on the imposed initial perturbation.65

Another distinct family of descriptions of the route to aggregation invokes the spatio-temporal propagation of triggering of

convection through different effects, either through the formation and propagation of cold pools (e.g. Hirt et al., 2020), or

through the propagation of gravity waves within the boundary layer (Yang, 2021). As emphasised by Muller et al. (2022),

there remains considerable uncertainty over which of these various descriptions of the aggregration process is most relevant to

convective aggregation and, within each of them, the relative importance of different physical mechanisms.70

A more generic and fundamental approach to the study of convective aggregation, starting with instability as the initial

mechanism for the growth of moisture inhomogeneities on the homogeneous state, but then seeking a description of the spa-

tial evolution of the resulting moist and dry regions, has been undertaken by Craig and Mack (2013) and Windmiller and

Craig (2019) (hereafter CMWC). The model system considered in this work is an evolution equation for a time-evolving two-

dimensional moisture concentration field q , incorporating a source-sink term that is a nonlinear function of q, G(q) say, with75

three zeros, each corresponding to possible steady states. The form of the function G(q) is such that the large-q (moist) and

small-q (dry) states are stable and the intermediate-q state is unstable. Transport of moisture is assumed to be diffusive. This

system is equivalent to a reaction-diffusion equation with bistable reaction, sometimes known as the Allen-Cahn equation,

which has been much studied using theoretical and numerical approaches. Such systems exhibit coarsening where, after the

initial separation into high-q and low-q regions, typically on small scales, the scale of these regions increases monotonically80

with time, until constrained by the large-scale geometry imposed on the system. This is presented by CMWC as a mechanism

for aggregation. The two essential ingredients required for this mechanism to operate are the q-dependence, and hence the

‘bistable’ nature, of the source-sink term, which CMWC argue results from the dependence of subsidence drying and convec-

tive moistening on free-tropospheric moisture, and the diffusive transport. Windmiller and Craig (2019) argue that diffusive

transport can be justified on the basis of a simple model in which a stochastic convective cloud moistens the environment of a85

moist region and provide an estimate for the resulting diffusivity as 4×102m2s−1. A larger value of the diffusivity, 105m2s−1,

is used in Craig and Mack (2013) envisaged as based on the typical horizontal velocity and length scales of convective systems.

The latter justify this as an eddy diffusivity based on the typical horizontal velocity and length scales of convective motions.

The appropriate value of the diffusivity therefore depends significantly on what the diffusivity is intended to represent. This

reactive-diffusive description of aggregation is interesting, but it has limited usefulness in investigating a link between con-90

vective aggregation and the MJO because a link to the large-scale dynamics that is likely to play some role in the MJO is

missing.
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Current theories for the MJO have recently been reviewed by Zhang et al. (2020) who focus on four different theories, setting

out clearly the important differences between them, in the physics that they incorporate and in the behaviour that they predict.

The focus in this paper will be on one of these four – the ‘moisture-mode’ theory – of which a recent example is Adames95

and Kim (2016), building on previous work by Raymond (2001); Sobel et al. (2001); Sobel and Maloney (2012, 2013). The

key feature of moisture modes (Sobel et al., 2001; Fuchs and Raymond, 2005; Adames et al., 2019) is that there is two-way

coupling between dynamics and moisture and furthermore that the dynamical variables are ‘slaved’ to the moisture variable,

i.e. the moisture field is the only independently time-evolving field and the dynamical fields are determined instantaneously

from the moisture field. It is this latter aspect that distinguished moisture modes from other phenomena that rely on moisture-100

dynamics coupling, such as moist gravity waves (e.g. Gill, 1982). In some studies moisture modes emerge from a system

that supports a broader class of phenomena; in others (Sugiyama, 2009b; Adames and Kim, 2016) the dynamical equations

are reduced to their steady-state form with a moisture dependent forcing and the moisture variable is the only independently

time-evolving field, meaning that moisture modes are the only allowed evolving structures. Much of the previous application

of moisture-mode theory to the MJO reduces the governing equations to a linear form and then solves for a dispersion relation105

to determine whether how the possible growth and propagation of disturbances depends on the spatial scale and on the external

parameters defining the system. Where or not there is growth is typically determined by the gross moist stability, sometimes

suitably generalised to include effects beyond latent heating, such as radiative effects. One exception is the work by Sugiyama

(2009a, b) which identifies MJO-like behaviour that is fundamentally nonlinear, with the nonlinearity arising both from the

nonlinear dependence of heating on moisture concentration and from nonlinear horizontal advection of moisture. The nonlinear110

dependence of heating and moistening on moisture concentration effectively combine provide a bistable moisture forcing. Some

of the results and discussion we present below are in effect re-visiting Sugiyama (2009a, b) but with a stronger emphasis on

the relation to convective aggregation and to the bistable nature of the system.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we define the mathematical model to be studied, following previous

approaches in using the shallow-water equations augmented by a prognostic equation for moisture, with the moisture coupling115

to the shallow-water dynamics. We then set out the behaviour expected of the model on the basis of previous work together

with various scaling arguments. In Section 3 we present results from numerical simulations of the system on a doubly periodic

domain. In particular we verify that aggregation occurs and that the mechanism for aggregation can be dominated by horizonal

diffusion of moisture or by horizontal advection of moisture, depending on the external parameters defining the system. In

Section 4 we then show that rotation, thermal damping and frictional damping can each, or in combination, lead to a finite120

upper limit on the aggregation scale. This is both with theoretical arguments and results from numerical simulations on a

doubly periodic f -plane (including the zero-rotation case f = 0). Then in Section 5 we consider the system on an equatorial

β-plane and show that the process of aggregation is then confined to a low-latitude region with the result of aggregation being

the formation of coherent propagating disturbances with scale and propagation speed. These depend on the external parameters,

in particular, in some regimes, the relative strength of the equatorial Kelvin and Rossby wave responses to the moist heating.125

In Section 6 we discuss the results and present overall conclusions.
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2 Model system to be studied

2.1 Model equations

The model to be studied in the remainder of the paper is based on the dynamical equations for a rotating shallow-water system,

describing the evolution of horizontal velocity u and free-surface displacement h, augmented by a moisture variable q which130

is transported by the horizontal velocity. The dynamical equations are linearised about a state of rest with fluid depth H and

therefore take the following form:

ut =−fk×u− g∇h−αu (1)

and

ht + H∇.u = Fh(q)−λh (2)135

where g is the gravitational acceleration and f is the Coriolis parameter which will either be taken to be constant f = f0

corresponding the the f -plane, or to be linearly dependent on the y coordinate, f = βy, corresponding to the equatorial β-plane.

k is the unit vector in the vertical. α is a linear friction coefficient and λ a thermal damping rate. Note that the displacement h

is a surrogate for temperature in a three-dimensional atmosphere, with temperature increasing as h decreases. The term Fh(q)

included on the right-hand side of (2) represents a moisture-dependent cooling term (cooling because of the relation between140

h and temperature), potentially including both latent heating and radiative heating. If cooling decreases with moisture, as is

physically plausible, then Fh(q) will be a decreasing function of q.

The equation for the moisture variable q is assumed to take the form

qt + Q∇ ·u +∇ · (qu)−κ∇2q = Fq(q). (3)

including both horizontal advective transport and horizonal diffusive transport, the latter with diffusivity κ, assumed con-145

stant. The term Fq(q) on the right-hand side represents the combined effects of evaporation and precipitation. Q is a suitably

chosen constant, so that q is the perturbation away from a background state where the ‘total’ moisture variable is Q, and it is

convenient to choose Q such that Fq(0) = 0, i.e. such that the in the background state there is a balance between evaporation

and precipitation. Equations of the above form have been derived and studied in many previous papers on tropical dynamics,

(e.g Sugiyama, 2009b; Adames and Kim, 2016), and references therein, with q regarded as a measure of moisture in the lower150

troposphere. The dependence on q of the part of Fq(q) representing precipitation is justified in these papers on the basis of the

observed correlation between precipitation and moisture in the free troposphere (e.g. Holloway and Neelin, 2009). It is well

known that the above single-layer equations can be interpreted as an approximate representation of a first baroclinic mode in a

stratified 3-D atmosphere and there has been important previous work on systematic derivation of the appropriate form of such

equations from the 3-D equations, such as Neelin and Zeng (2000). Papers by Sugiyama (2009a, b); Adames and Kim (2016)155

and others exploit this framework to give detailed justification of the appropriate choice of parameters for the single-layer

model, including possible choices for the functions Fh(q) and Fq(q).
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In our formulation of the precipitation, incorporated into the moisture coupling terms, Fh and Fq , we do not include any h-

dependence (i.e. temperature dependence). The focus of this study is the slow behaviour of the moisture variable, analogous to

the moisture mode in a linear setting. In this context, the temperature dependence of precipitation is neglected in many previous160

papers (Adames and Kim, 2016; Sobel and Maloney, 2012, 2013). Note that Sugiyama (2009a, b) does include h-dependence

of the moisture coupling terms and we will comment further on the effect of such dependence in Sect. 6. (See also Appendix

E.)

Within the constraints of the very simple model specified above, we may identify the possibility of choosing H and Q

such that h = q = 0 corresponds to a spatially homogeneous radiative-convective equilibrium (RCE) state with u = 0, and165

Fh and Fq satisfying the conditions Fh(0) = Fq(0) = 0. We may restrict the forms of Fh(q) and Fq(q) to those for which

the spatially homogeneous system is stable, which holds if ∂Fq/∂q < 0, with the partial derivative being evaluated at q = 0.

Then a key question is whether, within this restriction, the radiative-convective equilibrium (RCE) state is unstable to spatially

inhomogenous disturbances. It is straightforward to solve the linear stability problem and to demonstrate that such instability is

possible. Without presenting further details at this stage, we simply note that we will interpret this instability as the analogue,170

within this simple model, of ‘radiative-convective instability’ that has previously been identified and described in several

papers, as discussed above.

It will be helpful later to distinguish between linear and nonlinear terms on the left-hand side of (3). We therefore introduce

the parameter ϵ into (3) to give

qt + Q∇ ·u + ϵ∇ · (uq)−κ∇2q = Fq(q). (4)175

This is a convenient way to allow advective nonlinearity to be varied independently of the nonlinearity also present in the forms

of the functions Fh and Fq . The linear instability analysis of the RCE state, for example, takes ϵ = 0 in the above equation.

Note that in the form of the equations considered by Sugiyama (2009b), derived from the Neelin and Zeng (2000) QTCM

equations, there is a distinct constant multiplying the nonlinear advective term. This constant is determined in principle in the

derivation of the single-layer equations by the projection of a horizontal moisture advection term that is varying in height on to180

the single basis function used to represent the moisture field, but can also be conveniently be varied as a independent parameter,

and the ϵ being introduced here plays the same role as that parameter. We later illustrate the role of advective nonlinearity by

comparing ϵ = 1 behaviour with ϵ = 0 behaviour, but note that, for the reasons just given, ϵ = 1 may not be the ‘correct’ choice

for including advective nonlinearity.

The key dimensional quantities that define the above system include g and H , which determine the dry gravity-wave speed185

c =
√

gH , the horizonal diffusivity κ, the Coriolis parameter f , the thermal and frictional damping rates, respectively λ and α,

a typical background value of moisture, Q, say, and µ, an inverse timescale for the moist processes represented by Fh and Fq . It

is convenient to take the dimensions of the moisture Q to be the same as those of the thickness H , and indeed this corresponds

to a simple re-scaling of the parameters in Fh. To assess the importance of the advective term in (3) an additional dimensional

quantity is needed which sets the magnitude of the spatial inhomogeneous part of the moisture field and the magnitude of the190

corresponding horizontal flow. These magnitudes are set by the nonlinear dependence of Fq and Fh on q, but it is convenient
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to choose the magnitude D, say, of the divergence ∇.u, as the relevant dimensional quantity. The reason for this choice will

become clear from the discussion below. The relation between D and spatial variations in q is determined by the leading-order

balances operating in (2) and (3).

2.2 WTG and the relation to the CMWC reaction-diffusion system195

A standard approach, particularly at low latitudes where f is small, to analysing the system defined by (1)-(3) is to make the

weak temperature gradient approximation (WTG) (e.g. Sobel et al., 2001). This neglects horizontal variation of h and can be

justified provided that the horizontal length scale L satisfies L/c≪ Tq i.e. that the time scale for gravity-wave propagation

through L is much less than the time scale Tq for moist processes. Tq could either be a timescale µ−1 set by an appropriate

combination of Fq and Fh (see below) or an emergent property of the system. Additionally, when damping and rotation are200

included, it must be the case that L≪ Ldyn, where Ldyn is a dynamical length scale that is typically determined by c together

with some combination of f , α and λ. We will focus on the zero damping case in this section and return to the dynamical

effects of damping and rotation in §4.

Whilst under WTG h is constant in space, it may not be constant in time. Taking the spatial average of (2), using the notation

to denote the spatial average. It follows that205

dh

dt
= Fh(q)−λh. (5)

The spatially varying part of (2) then has the form

H∇.u = Fh(q)−Fh(q). (6)

implying that ∇ ·u and hence the irrotational part of the velocity field, is determined instantaneously by the moisture field q.

Under the assumption f = α = 0 in this section, the rotational part of u is constant in time. When provided with this initial210

rotational part of the flow, assumed to be zero for the purposes of this section, (4) becomes a self-contained equation for the

evolution of the q field with the form:

qt + ϵ∇ · (u[q]q)−κ∇2q = Fq(q)−
Q

H
(Fh(q)−Fh(q)) = Ghq(q;Fh(q)). (7)

where the second equality defines the function Ghq . Note that whilst evaluation of Fh(q) requires knowledge of the q field, for

the purposes of expressing the right-hand side of the equation as a function of q, Fh(q) is simply a parameter that appears in215

the definition of that function. The notation u[q] simply expresses the fact that at each instant u is determined completely, but

non-locally, by the q field, through (6).

Neglecting for the moment the advection term ϵu[q].∇q, this may be recognised as a reaction-diffusion equation of the type

studied by CMWC. The difference is that, whereas the nonlinear ‘reaction’ term on the right-hand side of (7) was in CMWC’s

case entirely motivated by the q-dependence of precipitation and evaporation, in this case the reaction term is a combination of220

the moisture driven heating/cooling Fh(q) and the moisture source/sink Fq(q). A further structural difference from the system

considered by CMWC is the evolving quantity h(t). The effect of this is felt by the system through the corresponding Fh(q)
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appearing in the definition of the reaction term. The reaction term is therefore not completely specified in advance as a function

of q but contains the spatially constant term Fh(q) which also drives changes in h, as specified by (5). The CMWC model, on

the other hand, defines the reaction term as G(q)−G(q), where G(q), as Fh(q) and Fq(q) in the model being presented in this225

study, is a function that is specified in advance. Again this means that the complete reaction term requires knowledge of the

spatial distribution of q.

Simple theory of the reaction-diffusion system with specified reaction term G(q) is that (i) homogenous steady states

are possible with q equal to the constant value qs, if G(qs) = 0 and (ii) those homogeneous states are stable if G′(qs) < 0

and unstable if G′(qs) > 0. CMWC consider a ‘bistable’ system with three possible values for qs, q− < q0 < q+, such that230

G(q−) = G(q0) = G(q+) = 0, and G(q−) < 0, G′(q0) > 0, G′(q+) < 0. G′(q0) provides a useful definition of a reaction in-

verse timescale µ. The generic behaviour for a non-linear reaction diffusion equation of this type is that locally q tends to one of

the stable values, partitioning the domain into two regions one with q = q+ and the other with q = q−, separated by interfaces

of thickness (κ/µ)1/2. In the absence of rotation and damping WTG will break down on length scales of order cTq , so we re-

quire cTq ≫ (κ/µ)1/2, i.e., if the reaction timescale µ−1 is such that κµ≪ c2. The initial geometry of these two regions is set235

by the initial conditions. A useful simple solution is a 1-dimensional propagating reactive-diffusive wave solution with q = q+

on one side of the wave and q = q− on the other. The speed of propagation of the wave, cRD ∼ (κµ)1/2 is determined by the

form of the reaction function G(q). Defining V (q) by dV/dq = G, so that V (q) has turning points where G(q) has zeros, then

if V (q+) > V (q−) the region with q = q+ propagates into the region with q = q−. The corresponding result for the initial value

problem, in one or more space dimensions, is that q tends everywhere to q+. Similarly if V (q+) < V (q−) then q eventually240

tends everywhere to q−. Only in the case V (q+) = V (q−), which applies in particular to the Allen-Cahn equation, do both

regions q = q+ and q = q− persist. Note that V (q) represents the area under the graph of G(q). To be precise, if the choice

V (q0) = 0 is made, then V (q+) is the area under the graph of V (q) in the interval [q0, q+] and V (q−) is the corresponding

(positive) area in the interval [q−, q0].

An important effect in two dimensions is that the reaction-diffusion velocity cRD becomes a local property of each point on245

each interface, depending not only on the form of G(q) but also on curvature of the interface. The reaction velocity cRD should

be replaced by cRD +κ/R, where R is the (signed) radius of curvature of the interface (such that that the propagation is towards

the interior of the curve). If |cRD|< κ/|R| the velocity speed of the boundary may even change sign. Therefore, cRD decreases

as the curvature of the interface increases (R decreases) (Rubinstein et al., 1989). This tends to smooth out the boundary

between moist and dry regions, as small -scale irregularities or indeed small-scale regions will tend to disappear. Larger moist250

regions can therefore expand while smaller moist regions shrink. This is the standard coarsening behaviour, i.e. the geometric

simplification of the geometry between the two regions through an increase in spatial scales, observed in reaction-diffusion

systems (Bray et al., 2003).

CMWC’s inclusion of the G(q) term, so that the total reaction term becomes GCMWC(q, t) = G(q)−G(q), is important

because this ensures that even if V (q+) ̸= V (q−) (with V (q) defined as above), the system does not simply evolve to q = q−255

or q = q+ everywhere. Both values of q persist as coarsening proceeds. Indeed if this sort of constraint is not applied then in

most cases the reaction-diffusion system with a bistable reaction evolves everywhere towards one of the stable states. It will
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be demonstrated below that the same property holds for the model system being considered in this study, i.e. for a reaction-

diffusion system with the reaction term as specified by the right-hand side of (7).

Following the arguments presented above, the stability of the spatially homogeneous RCE state will be determined by the260

derivative with respect to q of Ghq(q,0) = Fq(q)−(Q/H)Fh(q) at q = 0, with instability if the derivative is positive, provided

that the domain size is large enough that diffusion does not stabilise the system through the action of the κ∇2q term. (This

derivative will later be identified as proportional to the negative of the gross moist stability, i.e. the RCE state will be unstable if

the gross moist stability is negative.) It will be assumed that the derivative is indeed positive and furthermore that Ghq(q;0) is

bistable in the sense that there are q+(0) and q−(0) such that q−(0) < 0 < q+(0), with Ghq(q−(0);0) = Ghq(q+(0);0) = 0 and265

G′hq(q−(0);0) <−0, G′hq(q+(0);0) < 0. Note that this property of Ghq(q;0) implies a similar property, with corresponding

q−(Fh(q)), q0(Fh(q)) and q+(Fh(q)), for the more general right-hand side of (7) Ghq(q;Fh(q)) provided that |Fh(q)| is not

too large, For notational convenience the explicit dependence of e.g. q−(Fh(q)) on Fh(q) will not be displayed unless essential.

Numerical solutions below will show that if Ghq is bistable in the sense defined then the system indeed evolves towards

two values of q and that coarsening occurs. However some further insight can be obtained by assuming that after the initial270

adjustment the region q = q+ has fills an area fraction A+ and the region q = q− fills an area fraction A−, with A+ +A− = 1.

The area of the interfaces between the regions is assumed negligible. The configuration is therefore determined by the three

unknowns q−, q+ and A+ (or A−).

Then the above equations imply

Ghq(q+,Fh(q)) = Fq(q+)− (Q/H)(Fh(q+)−Fh(q)) = 0 (8)275

Ghq(q−,Fh(q)) = Fq(q−)− (Q/H)(Fh(q−)−Fh(q)) = 0 (9)

Fh(q) = A+Fh(q+) +A−Fh(q−). (10)

These determine any two of the three variables q−, q+ and A+ in terms of the third. For the system to be at a steady state

an additional constraint, obtained by integrating (3) over the domain, might seem to be A+Fq(q+)+A−Fq(q−) = 0, however

this can be deduced from (8) and (9) above and provides no extra information. Therefore it has to be accepted that one piece of280

further information in addition to the above is required for a unique solution. In general these equations determine a state that

is quasi-steady rather than exactly steady. After the initial adjustment, when the required extra information will be determined

by the initial conditions (which might, for example, set A+), we expect a further slow time evolution of the three variables and

correspondingly of the geometry of the dry and moist regions.

Assume that the overall effect of this slow time evolution can be captured by the classical theory for 1-D reactive diffusive285

waves, describing the propagation of the thin interfaces between regions of piecewise constant q. This suggests the (slow) time

evolution equation

dA+

dt
= LinterfacecRD(q+, q−,Fh(q)) (11)
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where Linterface is the length of the interface between the regions and cRD is the reaction diffusion velocity, with the convention

that this is positive if the region with q = q+ propagates into the region with q = q−. Linterface will vary in time but is certainly290

positive. This equation allows a steady state when cRD(q+, q−,Fh(q)) = 0.

That such a steady state exists can be deduced by considering the graphs of relevant functions of q. As noted previously,

for given Fh(q) the reaction function is Ghq(q,Fh(q)) = Fq(q)− (Q/H)Fh(q) + (Q/H)Fh(q)). Consider first the graph of

Ghq(q,0) = Fq(q)− (Q/H)Fh(q) as shown by the curve in Figure 1, which intersects the q-axis at q−(0), q0(0) and q+(0).

The value of Ghq(q,Fh(q)) is represented by the vertical distance between this curve and the horizontal line −(Q/H)Fh(q),295

shown on the Figure for various values of Fh(q), varying between Cmin < 0 and Cmax > 0. For C outside this range then

Ghq(q;C) no longer has three roots. Areas V+ and V− are marked on the Figure for a particular value of Fh(q). The condition

cRD(q+, q−,Fh(q)) = 0 is satisfied if and only if V+ = V−. It is clear from the Figure that there is one value of Fh(q), Cs say,

for which this holds, lying in the range (Cmin,Cmax). Substituting this value into (8)-(10) gives the corresponding values of q−

and q+, the dry and moist values of q, and A+ the fractional area occupied by the moist region.300

A further question concerns the stability of this steady state. It is clear from Figure 1 that cRD is an increasing function of

C (the area V+ increases and the area V− decreases as C increases. Suppose that C > Cs, so that V+(C) > V−(C) and cRD is

positive, i.e. regions of q+ will propagate into regions of q−. The consequence will be that the relative area occupied by q+ will

increase resulting in a decrease in C = Fh(q), if Fh(q) is a decreasing function of q. Similarly if C < Cs then C will increase,

indicating that the steady state C = Cs is stable.305

Note that the above arguments do not describe the process of coarsening, but indicate that the two values of q persist, just as

they do for the special case of the Allen-Cahn equation and for the system considered by CMWC, suggesting that coarsening

is relevant.

The above reasoning also suggests some of the effects of advective nonlinearity, i.e. the term ϵu[q].∇q. Since moist regions

are associated with convergence and dry regions with divergence, the effect of advection will be to reduce the area of moist310

regions relative to those of dry regions. This suggests that in a steady state the reaction-diffusion velocity cRD has to be positive

rather than zero, i.e. that V+ > V− rather than V+ = V−. This also implies that both q− and q+ are increased relative to their

values without the advective nonlinearity.

We will show examples in §3 to demonstrate that the our model system, in regimes where the approximations leading to

(5) and (7) can be justified, naturally evolves to a piecewise constant configuration with both of the values of q, q− and q+,315

consistent with the relevant form of Ghq(q,Fh(q)).

The strict WTG form of the evolution equation (7) suggests that for the system (1), (2) and (4) locally q will tend to one

of two values q− or q+ as was the case for the CMWC pure reaction-diffusion system. The distinct additional feature of the

system being considered here is that there is an associated pattern of convergence and divergence. The WTG balance in (2)

implies that the divergence ∇.u will also tend to one of two values respectively D− =−H−1Fh(q−,h) = Q−1Fq(q−,h) > 0320

or D+ =−H−1Fh(q+,h) = Q−1Fq(q+,h) < 0. Assume that the corresponding values of ∇ ·u are −D− < 0 < D+. Since

area integrated ∇ ·u is zero we expect that the areas A− and A+ filled respectively by dry regions and moist regions satisfy

A−D− ∼A+D+.
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Fh(q) = C
<latexit sha1_base64="liheJ0WZR8rBA6zkR91Er6sZNZg=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6kLBzWAR6qYkbuxGKBTEZQX7gDaEyXTSDp08nJkINWTjr7hxoYhbP8Od4Mc4abvQ1gMDh3Pu4c49XsyZVJb1ZSwtr6yurRc2iptb2zu75t5+S0aJILRJIh6Jjocl5SykTcUUp51YUBx4nLa9UT332/dUSBaFt2ocUyfAg5D5jGClJdc87EXaztMovXKHqHx3lqFLVHfNklWxJkCLxJ6RUu3o4Rs0Gq752etHJAloqAjHUnZtK1ZOioVihNOs2EskjTEZ4QHtahrigEonnRyQoVOt9JEfCf1ChSbq70SKAynHgacnA6yGct7Lxf+8bqL8qpOyME4UDcl0kZ9wpCKUt4H6TFCi+FgTTATTf0VkiAUmSndW1CXY8ycvktZ5xbYq9o1uowpTFOAYTqAMNlxADa6hAU0gkMETvMCr8Wg8G2/G+3R0yZhlDuAPjI8f3lyWuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DhuDJYkuxnc831fvEdIHvKZ+rWA=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34bOsr6kLBzWAR6qYkbuxGKBbEZQX7gDaEyXTSDp1M4sxEqCEg/oobF4ro0s9wJ/gxTtoutPXAwOGce7hzjxcxKpVlfRkLi0vLK6u5fGFtfWNzy9zeacowFpg0cMhC0faQJIxy0lBUMdKOBEGBx0jLG9Yyv3VLhKQhv1ajiDgB6nPqU4yUllxzrxtqO0vD5MIdwNLNcQrPYM01i1bZGgPOE3tKitX9u+/8/ft53TU/u70QxwHhCjMkZce2IuUkSCiKGUkL3ViSCOEh6pOOphwFRDrJ+IAUHmmlB/1Q6McVHKu/EwkKpBwFnp4MkBrIWS8T//M6sfIrTkJ5FCvC8WSRHzOoQpi1AXtUEKzYSBOEBdV/hXiABMJKd1bQJdizJ8+T5knZtsr2lW6jAibIgQNwCErABqegCi5BHTQABil4BM/gxXgwnoxX420yumBMM7vgD4yPH9vImDU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DhuDJYkuxnc831fvEdIHvKZ+rWA=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34bOsr6kLBzWAR6qYkbuxGKBbEZQX7gDaEyXTSDp1M4sxEqCEg/oobF4ro0s9wJ/gxTtoutPXAwOGce7hzjxcxKpVlfRkLi0vLK6u5fGFtfWNzy9zeacowFpg0cMhC0faQJIxy0lBUMdKOBEGBx0jLG9Yyv3VLhKQhv1ajiDgB6nPqU4yUllxzrxtqO0vD5MIdwNLNcQrPYM01i1bZGgPOE3tKitX9u+/8/ft53TU/u70QxwHhCjMkZce2IuUkSCiKGUkL3ViSCOEh6pOOphwFRDrJ+IAUHmmlB/1Q6McVHKu/EwkKpBwFnp4MkBrIWS8T//M6sfIrTkJ5FCvC8WSRHzOoQpi1AXtUEKzYSBOEBdV/hXiABMJKd1bQJdizJ8+T5knZtsr2lW6jAibIgQNwCErABqegCi5BHTQABil4BM/gxXgwnoxX420yumBMM7vgD4yPH9vImDU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4KNP+TXPGVetmIA1/7q/+Dja+A4=">AAACAHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vURcu3ASLUDdlxo3dCIWCuKxgH9AOQybNtKGZZEwyQhlm46+4caGIWz/DnX9jpp2Fth4IHM65h5t7gphRpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH9uFRV4lEYtLBggnZD5AijHLS0VQz0o8lQVHASC+YtnK/90ikooLf61lMvAiNOQ0pRtpIvn0yFMbO0zC98Sew9nCRwWvY8u2qU3fmgKvELUgVFGj79tdwJHASEa4xQ0oNXCfWXoqkppiRrDJMFIkRnqIxGRjKUUSUl84PyOC5UUYwFNI8ruFc/Z1IUaTULArMZIT0RC17ufifN0h02PBSyuNEE44Xi8KEQS1g3gYcUUmwZjNDEJbU/BXiCZIIa9NZxZTgLp+8SrqXddepu3dOtdko6iiDU3AGasAFV6AJbkEbdAAGGXgGr+DNerJerHfrYzFasorMMfgD6/MHmVaVCg==</latexit>

V�(C)
<latexit sha1_base64="zAlsP6E3s8pjKlodFp9piyove0A=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6kXwMhiEeDDsejHHQC4eI5gHJEuYnfQmQ2Znl5lZIS75CC8eFPHq93gT/Bgnj4MmFjQUVd10dwWJ4Nq47peztr6xubWd28nv7u0fHBaOjps6ThXDBotFrNoB1Si4xIbhRmA7UUijQGArGNWmfusBleaxvDfjBP2IDiQPOaPGSq1m74qUape9QtEtuzOQVeItSLF6+vgNFvVe4bPbj1kaoTRMUK07npsYP6PKcCZwku+mGhPKRnSAHUsljVD72ezcCbmwSp+EsbIlDZmpvycyGmk9jgLbGVEz1MveVPzP66QmrPgZl0lqULL5ojAVxMRk+jvpc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxiaUtyF4yy+vkuZ12XPL3p1NowJz5OAMzqEEHtxAFW6hDg1gMIIneIFXJ3GenTfnfd665ixmTuAPnI8fu56P9g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="efbOzFf9ST81rLMlXDj+7bj9p/4=">AAAB7nicbVC7SgNBFL0bX0l8RW0Em8EgxMKwa2PKYBrLCOYByRJmJ7PJkNnZYWZWiEvAX7CxUMTW2k+xE/wYJ49CowcuHM65l3vvCSRn2rjup5NZWV1b38jm8ptb2zu7hb39po4TRWiDxDxW7QBrypmgDcMMp22pKI4CTlvBqDb1W7dUaRaLGzOW1I/wQLCQEWys1Gr2zlCpdtorFN2yOwP6S7wFKVYP775y9++X9V7ho9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZ+dO0IlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9OZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvam4n9eJzFhxU+ZkImhgswXhQlHJkbT31GfKUoMH1uCiWL2VkSGWGFibEJ5G4K3/PJf0jwve27Zu7ZpVGCOLBzBMZTAgwuowhXUoQEERvAAT/DsSOfReXFe560ZZzFzAL/gvH0DuQqRcw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="efbOzFf9ST81rLMlXDj+7bj9p/4=">AAAB7nicbVC7SgNBFL0bX0l8RW0Em8EgxMKwa2PKYBrLCOYByRJmJ7PJkNnZYWZWiEvAX7CxUMTW2k+xE/wYJ49CowcuHM65l3vvCSRn2rjup5NZWV1b38jm8ptb2zu7hb39po4TRWiDxDxW7QBrypmgDcMMp22pKI4CTlvBqDb1W7dUaRaLGzOW1I/wQLCQEWys1Gr2zlCpdtorFN2yOwP6S7wFKVYP775y9++X9V7ho9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZ+dO0IlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9OZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvam4n9eJzFhxU+ZkImhgswXhQlHJkbT31GfKUoMH1uCiWL2VkSGWGFibEJ5G4K3/PJf0jwve27Zu7ZpVGCOLBzBMZTAgwuowhXUoQEERvAAT/DsSOfReXFe560ZZzFzAL/gvH0DuQqRcw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MuRmIv9IsLIa/Ao9pGwNGbOTyks=">AAAB7nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQC8OdjSkDaSwjmA9IjrC32UuW7O0du3NCOPIjbCwUsfX32Plv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1PY2t7Z3Svulw4Oj45PyqdnHROnmvE2i2WsewE1XArF2yhQ8l6iOY0CybvBtLnwu09cGxGrR5wl3I/oWIlQMIpW6naGN6TavB6WK27NXYJsEi8nFcjRGpa/BqOYpRFXyCQ1pu+5CfoZ1SiY5PPSIDU8oWxKx7xvqaIRN362PHdOrqwyImGsbSkkS/X3REYjY2ZRYDsjihOz7i3E/7x+imHdz4RKUuSKrRaFqSQYk8XvZCQ0ZyhnllCmhb2VsAnVlKFNqGRD8NZf3iSd25rn1rwHt9Ko53EU4QIuoQoe3EED7qEFbWAwhWd4hTcncV6cd+dj1Vpw8plz+APn8wd2mI5I</latexit>

q = q�(C)
<latexit sha1_base64="68CwAshk9iAt0dPDdKRA90HF+hM=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUS+Cl8EgxINh14u5CIFcPEYwD0iWMDuZTYbMzmxmZoW45Ce8eFDEq7/jTfBjnDwOmljQUFR1090VxJxp47pfTmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx41tEwUoXUiuVStAGvKmaB1wwynrVhRHAWcNoNhdeo3H6jSTIp7M46pH+G+YCEj2FipNboZdS+L1YtuvuCW3BnQKvEWpFA5efwGi1o3/9npSZJEVBjCsdZtz42Nn2JlGOF0kuskmsaYDHGfti0VOKLaT2f3TtC5VXoolMqWMGim/p5IcaT1OApsZ4TNQC97U/E/r52YsOynTMSJoYLMF4UJR0ai6fOoxxQlho8twUQxeysiA6wwMTainA3BW355lTSuSp5b8u5sGmWYIwuncAZF8OAaKnALNagDAQ5P8AKvzsh5dt6c93lrxlnMHMMfOB8/5IuQqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jA4ix2aEFpThkWeeU0WgFbcqvlI=">AAAB73icbVC7SgNBFL0bX0l8RW0Em8EgxMKwa2MaIZjGMoJ5QLKE2clsMmR2djMzK8Ql4DfYWChia+un2Al+jJNHoYkHLhzOuZd77/EizpS27S8rtbK6tr6RzmQ3t7Z3dnN7+3UVxpLQGgl5KJseVpQzQWuaaU6bkaQ48DhteIPKxG/cUalYKG71KKJugHuC+YxgbaTm8HLYOStUTju5vF20p0DLxJmTfPnw/jvz8HFV7eQ+292QxAEVmnCsVMuxI+0mWGpGOB1n27GiESYD3KMtQwUOqHKT6b1jdGKULvJDaUpoNFV/TyQ4UGoUeKYzwLqvFr2J+J/XirVfchMmolhTQWaL/JgjHaLJ86jLJCWajwzBRDJzKyJ9LDHRJqKsCcFZfHmZ1M+Ljl10bkwaJZghDUdwDAVw4ALKcA1VqAEBDo/wDC/W0HqyXq23WWvKms8cwB9Y7z/h95Im</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jA4ix2aEFpThkWeeU0WgFbcqvlI=">AAAB73icbVC7SgNBFL0bX0l8RW0Em8EgxMKwa2MaIZjGMoJ5QLKE2clsMmR2djMzK8Ql4DfYWChia+un2Al+jJNHoYkHLhzOuZd77/EizpS27S8rtbK6tr6RzmQ3t7Z3dnN7+3UVxpLQGgl5KJseVpQzQWuaaU6bkaQ48DhteIPKxG/cUalYKG71KKJugHuC+YxgbaTm8HLYOStUTju5vF20p0DLxJmTfPnw/jvz8HFV7eQ+292QxAEVmnCsVMuxI+0mWGpGOB1n27GiESYD3KMtQwUOqHKT6b1jdGKULvJDaUpoNFV/TyQ4UGoUeKYzwLqvFr2J+J/XirVfchMmolhTQWaL/JgjHaLJ86jLJCWajwzBRDJzKyJ9LDHRJqKsCcFZfHmZ1M+Ljl10bkwaJZghDUdwDAVw4ALKcA1VqAEBDo/wDC/W0HqyXq23WWvKms8cwB9Y7z/h95Im</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5M6mcMDie3lmwVlGNZZTK8XPwSw=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhBiYbizMY0QSGMZwXxAcoS9zV6yZG/vsjsnhJA/YWOhiK1/x85/4ya5QhMfDDzem2FmXpBIYdB1v52Nza3tnd3cXn7/4PDouHBy2jRxqhlvsFjGuh1Qw6VQvIECJW8nmtMokLwVjGpzv/XEtRGxesRJwv2IDpQIBaNopfb4bty7LtWueoWiW3YXIOvEy0gRMtR7ha9uP2ZpxBUySY3peG6C/pRqFEzyWb6bGp5QNqID3rFU0Ygbf7q4d0YurdInYaxtKSQL9ffElEbGTKLAdkYUh2bVm4v/eZ0Uw4o/FSpJkSu2XBSmkmBM5s+TvtCcoZxYQpkW9lbChlRThjaivA3BW315nTRvyp5b9h7cYrWSxZGDc7iAEnhwC1W4hzo0gIGEZ3iFN2fsvDjvzseydcPJZs7gD5zPH5+Fjvs=</latexit>

q = q0(C)
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q = q+(C)
<latexit sha1_base64="Q23f4iPZ/K2EYRhB4Vc7hrwg8BU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUS+Cl8EgRISw68VchEAuHiOYByRLmJ3MJkNmZzYzs0Jc8hNePCji1d/xJvgxTh4HTSxoKKq66e4KYs60cd0vJ7O2vrG5ld3O7ezu7R/kD48aWiaK0DqRXKpWgDXlTNC6YYbTVqwojgJOm8GwOvWbD1RpJsW9GcfUj3BfsJARbKzUGt2MupfF6kU3X3BL7gxolXgLUqicPH6DRa2b/+z0JEkiKgzhWOu258bGT7EyjHA6yXUSTWNMhrhP25YKHFHtp7N7J+jcKj0USmVLGDRTf0+kONJ6HAW2M8JmoJe9qfif105MWPZTJuLEUEHmi8KEIyPR9HnUY4oSw8eWYKKYvRWRAVaYGBtRzobgLb+8ShpXJc8teXc2jTLMkYVTOIMieHANFbiFGtSBAIcneIFXZ+Q8O2/O+7w14yxmjuEPnI8f4X2Qpw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qJ8Or5ZTM7ZHG4DYCm/zq+sZugg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNryS+ol4EL4NBiAhh14u5CMFcPEYwD0iWMDuZTYbMzm5mZoW4BPwGLx4U8erVT/Em+DFOHgdNLGgoqrrp7vIizpS27S8rtbK6tr6RzmQ3t7Z3dnN7+3UVxpLQGgl5KJseVpQzQWuaaU6bkaQ48DhteIPKxG/cUalYKG71KKJugHuC+YxgbaTm8HLYOStUTju5vF20p0DLxJmTfPnw/jvz8HFV7eQ+292QxAEVmnCsVMuxI+0mWGpGOB1n27GiESYD3KMtQwUOqHKT6b1jdGKULvJDaUpoNFV/TyQ4UGoUeKYzwLqvFr2J+J/XirVfchMmolhTQWaL/JgjHaLJ86jLJCWajwzBRDJzKyJ9LDHRJqKsCcFZfHmZ1M+Ljl10bkwaJZghDUdwDAVw4ALKcA1VqAEBDo/wDC/W0HqyXq23WWvKms8cwB9Y7z/e6ZIk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qJ8Or5ZTM7ZHG4DYCm/zq+sZugg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNryS+ol4EL4NBiAhh14u5CMFcPEYwD0iWMDuZTYbMzm5mZoW4BPwGLx4U8erVT/Em+DFOHgdNLGgoqrrp7vIizpS27S8rtbK6tr6RzmQ3t7Z3dnN7+3UVxpLQGgl5KJseVpQzQWuaaU6bkaQ48DhteIPKxG/cUalYKG71KKJugHuC+YxgbaTm8HLYOStUTju5vF20p0DLxJmTfPnw/jvz8HFV7eQ+292QxAEVmnCsVMuxI+0mWGpGOB1n27GiESYD3KMtQwUOqHKT6b1jdGKULvJDaUpoNFV/TyQ4UGoUeKYzwLqvFr2J+J/XirVfchMmolhTQWaL/JgjHaLJ86jLJCWajwzBRDJzKyJ9LDHRJqKsCcFZfHmZ1M+Ljl10bkwaJZghDUdwDAVw4ALKcA1VqAEBDo/wDC/W0HqyXq23WWvKms8cwB9Y7z/e6ZIk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HVQPkn6zWAoA9jV0Csk0Oto87Uk=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBAiQtj1Yi5CIBePEcwDkiXMTmaTIbOzm5leIYT8hBcPinj1d7z5N06SPWhiQUNR1U13V5BIYdB1v52Nza3tnd3cXn7/4PDouHBy2jRxqhlvsFjGuh1Qw6VQvIECJW8nmtMokLwVjGpzv/XEtRGxesRJwv2IDpQIBaNopfb4bty7LtWueoWiW3YXIOvEy0gRMtR7ha9uP2ZpxBUySY3peG6C/pRqFEzyWb6bGp5QNqID3rFU0Ygbf7q4d0YurdInYaxtKSQL9ffElEbGTKLAdkYUh2bVm4v/eZ0Uw4o/FSpJkSu2XBSmkmBM5s+TvtCcoZxYQpkW9lbChlRThjaivA3BW315nTRvyp5b9h7cYrWSxZGDc7iAEnhwC1W4hzo0gIGEZ3iFN2fsvDjvzseydcPJZs7gD5zPH5x3jvk=</latexit>

Fh(q) = Cmax
<latexit sha1_base64="p7NPvO/l1HMDZF6IDL2ZDtU7EiY=">AAACCXicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ojaCzWAQYhN2bUwjBAJiGcE8IBuW2clsMmRmd52ZFeOS1sZfsbFQxNY/sBP8GCePQhMPDBzOuYc79/gxZ0rb9peVWVpeWV3Lruc2Nre2d/K7ew0VJZLQOol4JFs+VpSzkNY105y2Ykmx8Dlt+oPq2G/eUqlYFF7rYUw7AvdCFjCCtZG8PHIjY4/T6YXXR8WbkxE6R1UvdaVAAt+NvHzBLtkToEXizEihcnD/DQY1L//pdiOSCBpqwrFSbceOdSfFUjPC6SjnJorGmAxwj7YNDbGgqpNOLhmhY6N0URBJ80KNJurvRIqFUkPhm0mBdV/Ne2PxP6+d6KDcSVkYJ5qGZLooSDjSERrXgrpMUqL50BBMJDN/RaSPJSbalJczJTjzJy+SxmnJsUvOlWmjDFNk4RCOoAgOnEEFLqEGdSDwAE/wAq/Wo/VsvVnv09GMNcvswx9YHz9XSprq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mIuAjLbz+nQhQqjeGahIWwwmGGU=">AAACCXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV1tfo24EN8Ei1E2ZcWM3QrEgLivYB3TKkEnTNjSZGZOMWIcBV278FTcKirj1D9wJfoyZtgttPRA4nHMPN/d4IaNSWdaXkVlYXFpeyebyq2vrG5vm1nZDBpHApI4DFoiWhyRh1Cd1RRUjrVAQxD1Gmt6wmvrNayIkDfxLNQpJh6O+T3sUI6Ul14ROoO00HZ+5A1i8OkzgCay6sSM45Ogmcc2CVbLGgPPEnpJCZff2O3f3fFpzzU+nG+CIE19hhqRs21aoOjESimJGkrwTSRIiPER90tbUR5zITjy+JIEHWunCXiD08xUcq78TMeJSjrinJzlSAznrpeJ/XjtSvXInpn4YKeLjyaJexKAKYFoL7FJBsGIjTRAWVP8V4gESCCtdXl6XYM+ePE8aRyXbKtkXuo0ymCAL9sA+KAIbHIMKOAc1UAcY3INH8AJejQfjyXgz3iejGWOa2QF/YHz8AFS2nGc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mIuAjLbz+nQhQqjeGahIWwwmGGU=">AAACCXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV1tfo24EN8Ei1E2ZcWM3QrEgLivYB3TKkEnTNjSZGZOMWIcBV278FTcKirj1D9wJfoyZtgttPRA4nHMPN/d4IaNSWdaXkVlYXFpeyebyq2vrG5vm1nZDBpHApI4DFoiWhyRh1Cd1RRUjrVAQxD1Gmt6wmvrNayIkDfxLNQpJh6O+T3sUI6Ul14ROoO00HZ+5A1i8OkzgCay6sSM45Ogmcc2CVbLGgPPEnpJCZff2O3f3fFpzzU+nG+CIE19hhqRs21aoOjESimJGkrwTSRIiPER90tbUR5zITjy+JIEHWunCXiD08xUcq78TMeJSjrinJzlSAznrpeJ/XjtSvXInpn4YKeLjyaJexKAKYFoL7FJBsGIjTRAWVP8V4gESCCtdXl6XYM+ePE8aRyXbKtkXuo0ymCAL9sA+KAIbHIMKOAc1UAcY3INH8AJejQfjyXgz3iejGWOa2QF/YHz8AFS2nGc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5F5aLZN9q9MQQHhalF70yIVuCvo=">AAACCXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAh1U2bc2I1QKIjLCvYBnTJk0kwbmmTGJCOWYbZu/BU3LhRx6x+482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3cHNPEDOqtON8Wyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t6+fXDYUVEiMWnjiEWyFyBFGBWkralmpBdLgnjASDeYNHO/e0+kopG41dOYDDgaCRpSjLSRfBt6kbHzdHrlj2H17iyDl7Dpp57kkKOHzLcrTs2ZAS4TtyAVUKDl21/eMMIJJ0JjhpTqu06sBymSmmJGsrKXKBIjPEEj0jdUIE7UIJ1dksFTowxhGEnzhIYz9XciRVypKQ/MJEd6rBa9XPzP6yc6rA9SKuJEE4Hni8KEQR3BvBY4pJJgzaaGICyp+SvEYyQR1qa8sinBXTx5mXTOa65Tc2+cSqNe1FECx+AEVIELLkADXIMWaAMMHsEzeAVv1pP1Yr1bH/PRFavIHIE/sD5/ABJEmTw=</latexit>

Fh(q) = Cmin
<latexit sha1_base64="leTwAK/QAkY2KbIkJifW78yb/ZA=">AAACCXicbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqBvBTbAIdVNm3NiNUCiIywr2AW0ZMmnahiaZMckIdejWjb/ixoUibv0Dd4IfY/pYaOuBwOGce7i5J4w508bzvpyl5ZXVtfXMRnZza3tn193br+koUYRWScQj1QixppxJWjXMcNqIFcUi5LQeDspjv35HlWaRvDHDmLYF7knWZQQbKwUuakXWHqfTy6CP8renI3SBykHaUgIJJkeBm/MK3gRokfgzkisd3n+DRSVwP1udiCSCSkM41rrpe7Fpp1gZRjgdZVuJpjEmA9yjTUslFlS308klI3RilQ7qRso+adBE/Z1IsdB6KEI7KbDp63lvLP7nNRPTLbZTJuPEUEmmi7oJRyZC41pQhylKDB9agoli9q+I9LHCxNjysrYEf/7kRVI7K/hewb+2bRRhigwcwTHkwYdzKMEVVKAKBB7gCV7g1Xl0np035306uuTMMgfwB87HD1RImug=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rh1NT5DbFFo8xLA6qKVxrdX9lRI=">AAACCXicbVDLSgMxFM34bOtr1I3gJliEuikzbuxGKBbEZQX7gLYMmTRtQ5PMmGSEOgy4cuOvuFFQxK1/4E7wY8y0XWjrgcDhnHu4uccPGVXacb6shcWl5ZXVTDa3tr6xuWVv79RVEElMajhggWz6SBFGBalpqhlphpIg7jPS8IeV1G/cEKloIK70KCQdjvqC9ihG2kieDduBsdN0fO4NYOH6KIGnsOLFbckhpyLx7LxTdMaA88Sdknx57/Y7e/d8VvXsz3Y3wBEnQmOGlGq5Tqg7MZKaYkaSXDtSJER4iPqkZahAnKhOPL4kgYdG6cJeIM0TGo7V34kYcaVG3DeTHOmBmvVS8T+vFeleqRNTEUaaCDxZ1IsY1AFMa4FdKgnWbGQIwpKav0I8QBJhbcrLmRLc2ZPnSf246DpF99K0UQITZMA+OAAF4IITUAYXoApqAIN78AhewKv1YD1Zb9b7ZHTBmmZ2wR9YHz9RtJxl</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rh1NT5DbFFo8xLA6qKVxrdX9lRI=">AAACCXicbVDLSgMxFM34bOtr1I3gJliEuikzbuxGKBbEZQX7gLYMmTRtQ5PMmGSEOgy4cuOvuFFQxK1/4E7wY8y0XWjrgcDhnHu4uccPGVXacb6shcWl5ZXVTDa3tr6xuWVv79RVEElMajhggWz6SBFGBalpqhlphpIg7jPS8IeV1G/cEKloIK70KCQdjvqC9ihG2kieDduBsdN0fO4NYOH6KIGnsOLFbckhpyLx7LxTdMaA88Sdknx57/Y7e/d8VvXsz3Y3wBEnQmOGlGq5Tqg7MZKaYkaSXDtSJER4iPqkZahAnKhOPL4kgYdG6cJeIM0TGo7V34kYcaVG3DeTHOmBmvVS8T+vFeleqRNTEUaaCDxZ1IsY1AFMa4FdKgnWbGQIwpKav0I8QBJhbcrLmRLc2ZPnSf246DpF99K0UQITZMA+OAAF4IITUAYXoApqAIN78AhewKv1YD1Zb9b7ZHTBmmZ2wR9YHz9RtJxl</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vEeshVF+0InG4SnDwlijyKXORyg=">AAACCXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkWomzLjxm6EQkFcVrAP6AxDJs20oUlmTDJCGbp146+4caGIW//AnX9jpp2Fth4IHM65h5t7woRRpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH9uFRV8WpxKSDYxbLfogUYVSQjqaakX4iCeIhI71w0sr93gORisbiTk8T4nM0EjSiGGkjBTb0YmPn6ew6GMPa/fkMXsFWkHmSQ07FLLCrTt2ZA64StyBVUKAd2F/eMMYpJ0JjhpQauE6i/QxJTTEjs4qXKpIgPEEjMjBUIE6Un80vmcEzowxhFEvzhIZz9XciQ1ypKQ/NJEd6rJa9XPzPG6Q6avgZFUmqicCLRVHKoI5hXgscUkmwZlNDEJbU/BXiMZIIa1NexZTgLp+8SroXddepu7dOtdko6iiDE3AKasAFl6AJbkAbdAAGj+AZvII368l6sd6tj8VoySoyx+APrM8fD0KZOg==</latexit>

q
<latexit sha1_base64="VvNtjI6r/vZcdYeytziaXs2sE8I=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avaEqbxRCwCnc2pgzYWCZgPiA5wt5mLlmzt3fu7gnhSGdnY6GIrT/Jzs6f4uaj0MQHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6X87G5tb2zm5uL79/cHh0XDg5bek4VQybLBax6gRUo+ASm4YbgZ1EIY0Cge1gfD3z2w+oNI/lrZkk6Ed0KHnIGTVWatz3CyW34s5B1om3JKVasfz4DQD1fuGzN4hZGqE0TFCtu56bGD+jynAmcJrvpRoTysZ0iF1LJY1Q+9n80CkpW2VAwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGelVbyb+53VTE1b9jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvuaDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmOzydsQvNWX10nrsuK5Fa9h06jCAjk4g3O4AA+uoAY3UIcmMEB4ghd4de6cZ+fNeV+0bjjLmSL8gfPxA1kvjsM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tdW6IQBVeizRZCcIlgfUWLIVzZU=">AAAB6HicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivQEoaiygSVWTTkDISDWUikYeUWNH5sk6OnM/m7owUWenoaChAiJaP4QPo4AP4Aj6Ay6OAhJFWGs3sanfHjzlT2nE+rMza+sbmVnY7t7O7t3+QPzxqqiiRFBs04pFs+0QhZwIbmmmO7VgiCX2OLX90MfVbtygVi8SVHsfohWQgWMAo0Uaq3/TyRafszGCvEndBitVC6e777euz1su/d/sRTUIUmnKiVMd1Yu2lRGpGOU5y3URhTOiIDLBjqCAhKi+dHTqxS0bp20EkTQltz9TfEykJlRqHvukMiR6qZW8q/ud1Eh1UvJSJONEo6HxRkHBbR/b0a7vPJFLNx4YQKpm51aZDIgnVJpucCcFdfnmVNM/KrlN26yaNCsyRhWM4gVNw4RyqcAk1aAAFhHt4hCfr2nqwnq2XeWvGWswU4A+s1x/TLJFd</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tdW6IQBVeizRZCcIlgfUWLIVzZU=">AAAB6HicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivQEoaiygSVWTTkDISDWUikYeUWNH5sk6OnM/m7owUWenoaChAiJaP4QPo4AP4Aj6Ay6OAhJFWGs3sanfHjzlT2nE+rMza+sbmVnY7t7O7t3+QPzxqqiiRFBs04pFs+0QhZwIbmmmO7VgiCX2OLX90MfVbtygVi8SVHsfohWQgWMAo0Uaq3/TyRafszGCvEndBitVC6e777euz1su/d/sRTUIUmnKiVMd1Yu2lRGpGOU5y3URhTOiIDLBjqCAhKi+dHTqxS0bp20EkTQltz9TfEykJlRqHvukMiR6qZW8q/ud1Eh1UvJSJONEo6HxRkHBbR/b0a7vPJFLNx4YQKpm51aZDIgnVJpucCcFdfnmVNM/KrlN26yaNCsyRhWM4gVNw4RyqcAk1aAAFhHt4hCfr2nqwnq2XeWvGWswU4A+s1x/TLJFd</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sHgdMyNtwXTJh3eOtZiLn3HGrwY=">AAAB6HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8QPUEubjcTEitzZSEliYwmJfCRwIXvLHKzs7Z27eybkwi+wsdAYW3+Snf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+Ny5eS0o+NUMWyzWMSqF1CNgktsG24E9hKFNAoEdoPp7cLvPqHSPJb3ZpagH9Gx5CFn1Fip9TisVN2auwTZJF5OqpCjOax8DUYxSyOUhgmqdd9zE+NnVBnOBM5Lg1RjQtmUjrFvqaQRaj9bHjonl1YZkTBWtqQhS/X3REYjrWdRYDsjaiZ63VuI/3n91IR1P+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2thE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sua55bs1rudVGPY+jCOdwAVfgwQ004A6a0AYGCM/wCm/Og/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwR84nz/XW4zn</latexit>

V+(C)
<latexit sha1_base64="2c8gbvLAn9kyh0GcUBQaOVIZXVQ=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6kXwMhiEiBB2vZhjIBePEcwDkiXMTnqTIbOzy8ysEJd8hBcPinj1e7wJfoyTx0ETCxqKqm66u4JEcG1c98tZW9/Y3NrO7eR39/YPDgtHx00dp4phg8UiVu2AahRcYsNwI7CdKKRRILAVjGpTv/WASvNY3ptxgn5EB5KHnFFjpVazd0VKtcteoeiW3RnIKvEWpFg9ffwGi3qv8NntxyyNUBomqNYdz02Mn1FlOBM4yXdTjQllIzrAjqWSRqj9bHbuhFxYpU/CWNmShszU3xMZjbQeR4HtjKgZ6mVvKv7ndVITVvyMyyQ1KNl8UZgKYmIy/Z30uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyYxPK2xC85ZdXSfO67Lll786mUYE5cnAG51ACD26gCrdQhwYwGMETvMCrkzjPzpvzPm9dcxYzJ/AHzscPuI6P9A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p9O1C6sga5s4wYENWZswwzWKoCU=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNryS+ol4EL4NBiAhh14s5BnPxGME8IFnC7GQ2GTI7O8zMCnEJ+AtePCji1bOf4k3wY5w8DhotaCiquunuCiRn2rjup5NZWV1b38jm8ptb2zu7hb39po4TRWiDxDxW7QBrypmgDcMMp22pKI4CTlvBqDb1W7dUaRaLGzOW1I/wQLCQEWys1Gr2zlCpdtorFN2yOwP6S7wFKVYP775y9++X9V7ho9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZ+dO0IlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9OZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvam4n9eJzFhxU+ZkImhgswXhQlHJkbT31GfKUoMH1uCiWL2VkSGWGFibEJ5G4K3/PJf0jwve27Zu7ZpVGCOLBzBMZTAgwuowhXUoQEERvAAT/DsSOfReXFe560ZZzFzAL/gvH0DtfqRcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p9O1C6sga5s4wYENWZswwzWKoCU=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNryS+ol4EL4NBiAhh14s5BnPxGME8IFnC7GQ2GTI7O8zMCnEJ+AtePCji1bOf4k3wY5w8DhotaCiquunuCiRn2rjup5NZWV1b38jm8ptb2zu7hb39po4TRWiDxDxW7QBrypmgDcMMp22pKI4CTlvBqDb1W7dUaRaLGzOW1I/wQLCQEWys1Gr2zlCpdtorFN2yOwP6S7wFKVYP775y9++X9V7ho9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZ+dO0IlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9OZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvam4n9eJzFhxU+ZkImhgswXhQlHJkbT31GfKUoMH1uCiWL2VkSGWGFibEJ5G4K3/PJf0jwve27Zu7ZpVGCOLBzBMZTAgwuowhXUoQEERvAAT/DsSOfReXFe560ZZzFzAL/gvH0DtfqRcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4Sm8n2UNgv6U4iIzu3M0+LuxlOE=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahIpTEiz0WevFYwX5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYMiXv093vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ylsbe/s7hX3SweHR8cn5dOzjolTzXibxTLWvYAaLoXibRQoeS/RnEaB5N1g2lz43SeujYjVI84S7kd0rEQoGEUrdTvDG1JtXg/LFbfmLkE2iZeTCuRoDctfg1HM0ogrZJIa0/fcBP2MahRM8nlpkBqeUDalY963VNGIGz9bnjsnV1YZkTDWthSSpfp7IqORMbMosJ0RxYlZ9xbif14/xbDuZ0IlKXLFVovCVBKMyeJ3MhKaM5QzSyjTwt5K2IRqytAmVLIheOsvb5LObc1za96DW2nU8ziKcAGXUAUP7qAB99CCNjCYwjO8wpuTOC/Ou/Oxai04+cw5/IHz+QNziI5G</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LwgPZJxDbsjAeavIq89MJVy8Gl4=">AAAB/HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v0S7dBIvQLqwz4mslBaF02YJ9QDsMmTRtQzOZaZIRhqH+ihsXirj1Q9z5N6btLLT1wIWTc+4l9x4vZFQqy/o2MmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/oF5eNSSQSQwaeKABaLjIUkY5aSpqGKkEwqCfI+Rtje+n/ntRyIkDfiDikPi+GjI6YBipLTkmvmqOylOSmfFxnmtBKvuSD9cs2CVrTngKrFTUgAp6q751esHOPIJV5ghKbu2FSonQUJRzMg014skCREeoyHpasqRT6STzJefwlOt9OEgELq4gnP190SCfClj39OdPlIjuezNxP+8bqQGt05CeRgpwvHio0HEoArgLAnYp4JgxWJNEBZU7wrxCAmElc4rp0Owl09eJa2Lsn1dvmpcFip3aRxZcAxOQBHY4AZUQA3UQRNgEINn8ArejCfjxXg3PhatGSOdyYM/MD5/ABqmknw=</latexit>

Fq(q)� (Q/H)Fh(q)<latexit sha1_base64="KlQ0Ruchn78+SlGrUcWSuaq5m/E=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKLwQh4MVjRPOAZAmzk0kyZHZ2nekVwpJP8OJBEa9+kTf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmIpDLrut5NbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z3irt7dRMlmvEai2SkmwE1XArFayhQ8masOQ0DyRvB8GbiN564NiJSDziKuR/SvhI9wSha6f7x2u0US27ZnYIsEi8jJchQ7RS/2t2IJSFXyCQ1puW5Mfop1SiY5ONCOzE8pmxI+7xlqaIhN346PXVMjqzSJb1I21JIpurviZSGxozCwHaGFAdm3puI/3mtBHuXfipUnCBXbLaol0iCEZn8TbpCc4ZyZAllWthbCRtQTRnadAo2BG/+5UVSPyl75+Wzu9NS5SqLIw8HcAjH4MEFVOAWqlADBn14hld4c6Tz4rw7H7PWnJPN7MMfOJ8/zKGNeA==</latexit>

q = 0

Figure 1. Functions of q controlling the behaviour. The curve shows the function Ghq(q,Fh(q)) = Fq(q)− (Q/H)Fh(q)+ (Q/H)Fh(q)

for the value Fh(q) = 0. q = 0 marked by the cross, corresponds to the homogeneous RCE state. Various horizontal straight lines are

shown corresponding to the values −(Q/H)Fh(q) for different values of Fh(q). The value of the function Ghq(q,Fh(q)) = Fq(q)−
(Q/H)Fh(q)+ (Q/H)Fh(q) corresponds to the vertical difference between the curve and the relevant line. For Cmin < Fh(q)) < Cmax

the curve and the straight line intersect at three values of q, denoted by q−(Fh(q)), q0(Fh(q)) and q+(Fh(q)). These are indicated in the

diagram for q−(Fh(q)) = C). The areas between the curve and the straight line in the intervals [q−(C), q0(C)] and [q0(C), q+(C)] are de-

noted by V−(C) and V+(C) respectively. Note that it is clear that there is a choice of C, with Cmin < C < Cmax such that V−(C) = V+(C).

This non-zero divergence has no consequence for the evolution of the system under the strict WTG approximation, but

if this approximation is relaxed, as is likely to be required at large horizontal scales, then the coupling between moisture325

and divergence is likely to lead to distinctly different behaviour from that predicted by reaction-diffusion alone. This will be

expected if the nonlinear advection term is included, even if WTG can be justified in (2), since this equation will determine the

velocity, given the distribution of q. The presence of the advection term will imply that an approximate solution of piecewise

constant q will no longer be self-consistent at large scales. A typical velocity at length scale L will be U ∼DL. This becomes

comparable with the reaction-diffusion velocity when DL∼ (κµ)1/2, i.e. L = Ladv ∼ (κµ/D2)1/2. On scales larger than those330
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of a single aggregated region, the combination of regions of divergence of opposite signs will generate a large scale velocity

field. Nonlinear advection will therefore cause aggregation when there is a high density of distinct convergent regions, on a

timescale of ϵ/D. The advective regime of aggregation becomes dominant for length scales L > Ladv . This process will be

discussed in more detail in section §3.2.

We can also now give a better estimate for Tq , and hence the scale at which WTG will arrest. In the linear instability phase a335

possible estimate is Tq ∼ µ−1. However in the nonlinear aggregation phase a potentially more relevant estimate is Tq ∼ L/cRD,

i.e. the timescale increases as the length scale increases. In this case where α = λ = f = 0, then for WTG the first estimate

would require L≪ cµ−1. However the second estimate would require L≪ cL/cRD, suggesting that if cRD ≪ c then in the

nonlinear aggregation phase the WTG description remains valid at all scales, i.e. aggregation simply proceeds until the length

scale is the largest allowed by the geometry.340

3 Numerical simulations in the WTG regime

The model equations defined above in equations (1)–(3) can be integrated numerically, and in this section we will use this to

confirm the previous results and further investigate model behaviour. Numerical details are given in Appendix A. Recall that

the thickness variable h and the moisture variable q represent the departure from the spatially homogeneous RCE state. In all

simulations reported below the initial condition is taken to be u = 0, h = 0 and q small with |q| ≪ |q±|345

The precise form of the functions Fh and Fq appearing respectively in (2) and (3) is not important to the qualitative behaviour

of the system, provided that they together lead to a bistable moisture equation (7). However, in order to investigate the behaviour

numerically we will need to define these forms explicitly. For illustrative processes we will use a piecewise linear construction,

with

Fq(q) =−µ1q (12)350

Fh(q) =





−µ2qp−µ1(q− qp), q > qp

−µ2q, qm < q < qp

−µ2qm−µ1(q− qm), q < qm.

(13)

With µ2 > µ1 > 0 this represents larger effective latent heat release of precipitation near to the RCE state. Note that the key

quantity µ = (d/dq)Ghq(q;0)|q=0 is equal to −µ1 + µ2Q/H which we write as −µ1(1−µ2Q/Hµ1) =−µ1M where M is

a normalised gross moist stability of the RCE state. Throughout the paper we choose µ1 and µ2 such that M < 0, implying

that the RCE state is unstable. This simple formulation of Fh and Fq has the advantage that we can easily tune the locations355

of the fixed points q± using the parameters qp and qm. Note that the q+ > qp and q− < qm. Q and H are chosen such that

1−Q/H > 0, implying that the fixed points qp and qm are stable according to the analysis in §2.2. We will tend to choose

|qp|> |qm|, corresponding to a more extreme values of moisture in moist regions than in dry regions. Together with the

constraint of zero net heating in steady state this implies small moist regions with strong upwelling and large dry regions weak

downwelling, as typically observed in convective aggregation (e.g Muller and Bony, 2015).360
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Figures f -plane β-plane steady f [s−1] α [s−1] λ [s−1] κ [m2s−1] ϵ Q [m]

regime(s) regime state

1 2,3,5a I - Y 0 0 0 105 0 150

2 5b I - Y 0 0 0 105 0.5 150

3 5c I - Y 0 0 0 105 1 150

4 7A, 10 I - Y 10−5 4× 10−6 4× 10−6 105 0 150

5 7B IIa - N 10−5 10−7 10−6 105 0 150

6 7C IIb - N 10−5 10−6 10−4 105 0 150

7 12a I - Y 10−6 10−6 10−6 105 1 150

8 12b I - Y 10−5 10−5 10−5 105 0 150

9 12c I - Y 0 10−5 10−5 105 0 150

10 14a I,III B N 2× 10−11y 10−5 10−5 105 0 150

11 14b I,III B N 2× 10−11y 10−5 3× 10−5 105 0 150

12 14c I,III A N 2× 10−11y 3× 10−5 3× 10−5 105 0 150

13 14d I,II,III C N 2× 10−11y 10−6 10−5 105 0 150

14 14e I,II,III C N 2× 10−11y 10−6 3× 10−6 105 0 150

15 14f, 16a,b I,III C Y 2× 10−11y 10−5 10−5 4× 105 0 150

16 15, 16c,d I,III D Y 2× 10−11y 10−6 10−6 1.5× 105 0 105

17 18a, 19, 20 I,III C N 2× 10−11y 10−5 10−5 4× 105 1 150

18 18b I,III B N 2× 10−11y 10−5 10−5 105 1 150

19 18c I,II,III B N 2× 10−11y 3× 10−6 3× 10−5 105 1 150

20 18d I,III D N 2× 10−11y 10−6 10−6 1.5× 105 1 105
Table 1. Parameters for all examples of two-dimensional simulations shown in figures. Parameters which remain constant are µ1 =

1/36000 s−1, µ2 = 1/12000 s−1, c2 = 300 m2s−2, q+ = 0.1Q and q− =−0.025Q. For 1–9 the f -plane regime is specified on the ba-

sis of figure 6. For 10–20 (equatorial β-plane simulations) the set of f -plane regimes encountered as f increases from zero is given. For

10–20 the β-plane regime is specified on the basis of figure 13. The ’steady state’ column denotes whether or not the parameter values allow

convergence to a steady state or, for the β-plane, steadily propagating state, at large times.

Now that the equations are fully defined, the most basic starting point is to consider the system with no rotation or damping,

f = λ = α = 0. The computational domain is taken to be square with sides of length 107m. We will initially take the other

parameters in the system as g = 10ms−2, H = 30m, µ−1
1 = 36000s, µ2 = 3µ1, κ = 105m2s−1, Q = 15m and qp/Q = 0.1,

qm/Q =−0.025. The precise values of these parameters are unimportant as we are aiming here to understand the general

behaviour of the system, and indeed the parameters will be varied throughout the paper, however the values are chosen to give365

similar moisture time scales to those deduced from the system studied by Sugiyama (2009b). The parameter values used in all

of the two-dimensional simulations discussed in the paper are given in Table 1.
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Figure 2. A series of snapshots of the perturbation moisture distribution q/Q from a numerical integration with no rotation or damping. Note

that the final panel in this series is very close to, but has not reached, steady state, which would be a perfectly round moist region.

3.1 ϵ = 0 (Advective nonlinearity excluded)

We first consider the case ϵ = 0, without nonlinear advection of moisture. The evolution of the moisture distribution with time

is shown in figure 2. The qualitative behaviour is similar to CMWC. There is an initial adjustment phase on the time scale µ−1370

as the small-scale noise grows. During this initial phase WTG applies only up to L∼ µ−1c, about 106m for the parameters

chosen. Hence distinct regions of enhanced and suppressed moisture on this scale, or less, form, with values corresponding to

the effective stable fixed points Ghq = 0, ∂Ghq/∂q < 0.

Once this has occurred, the coarsening process proceeds, with the scale of moist and dry regions slowly evolving, consistent

with understanding of the reaction-diffusion system as discussed in the previous section. In particular the evolution of the375

boundaries occurs on a slow time scale determined by the reaction-diffusion velocity cRD and the smaller curvature-associated

velocity κ/R, both of which are smaller than the gravity wave speed c. Hence the WTG approximation continues to hold as the

scale of moist and dry regions increases. In this regime the proportion of the domain filled by each of the moist and dry state

is changing, so there is a slow evolution of the mean heating Fh(q). This causes a slow change in the locations of the stable

moisture fixed points q±, however this is on a longer timescale than those determined by Ghq so the q distribution quickly380
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Figure 3. Panel (a): A histogram of the perturbation moisture distribution q/Q, plotted against time. The shading corresponds to the frequency

distribution of the moisture. In panels (b)–(d) the histogram bars have been shown at selected times.

adjusts to the new stable values. These features of the long term evolution of the moisture distribution, the rapid adjustment to

values of q close to q± and the subsequent slow evolution of the values of q±, is shown in figure 3.

This diffusive growth proceeds to the domain scale, when the areas of the regions are such that there is net zero heating and

precipitation, and, consistent with theory (Rubinstein et al., 1989) the length of the boundary is minimised (forming either a

circular or a band shaped structure, depending on geometry of the computational domain). At this point a steady state has been385

reached.

3.2 ϵ > 0 (advective nonlinearity included)

We will now consider the system with advective nonlinearity in the moisture equation, ϵ > 0. It will be instructive to begin

with the evolution in one dimension, and the evolution of such a model with various parameter choices is shown in figure 4.

The case with ϵ = 0 is shown for comparison purposes in Figure 4(a). The initial perturbation to RCE is linearly unstable, and390

the system rapidly segregates into moist and dry regions corresponding to the two stable values of q. This is the 1-D analogue

of the initial stages of the 2-D evolution shown in Figure 2. However in the 1-D cases any continuing coarsening is extremely

slow (exponentially small in the ratio of the length scale of moist and dry regions to the reaction-diffusion scale (κ/µ)1/2)
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Figure 4. The spatial distribution of moisture, showing the evolution of q/Q with time in a 1-D system for (a) the case ϵ = 0, omitting

advective nonlinearity, (b) case ϵ = 1 with advective nonlinearity included, (c) as (b) but with κ increased from 1× 105m2s−1 to 4×
105m2s−1, and (d) as (b), but with the WTG approximation applied explicitly.

since the curvature effect noted previously is absent. This is a well-known property of 1-D reaction-diffusion equations (e.g.

Fife and Hsiao, 1988).395

For ϵ = 1, shown in Figure 4(b), the system evolves initially as for ϵ = 0. However once segregation has occurred the

evolution of q is determined not only by reaction-diffusion, but also by the effects of velocity convergence associated with

moist regions and divergence associated with dry regions. In practice this corresponds to a relative narrowing of moist regions

and relative widening of dry regions.

Once the system has segregated into separate moist and dry regions, these, in contrast to the case ϵ = 0, aggregate through400

the effects of advection. Any part of the domain with a larger than average density of distinct moist regions is associated with

a net convergence. The effect, as may be seen in Figure 4(b), is for the repeated merging of nearby moist regions. The time

scale for this merging is proportional to 1/ϵD−, but note that if the separation between moist and dry regions was uniform

then there would be no net convergence, i.e. the evolution could be considered as resulting from the instability of a perfectly

periodic array of moist and dry regions and the time scale 1/ϵD− would then correspond to the inverse of the growth rate of405

the instability.

It may be seen that the aggregation does not lead to a steady state. Instead some of the merging of moist regions seem to

be very closely followed by the emergence of new moist regions. This behaviour remains when the diffusivity is increased, as
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Figure 5. The steady state moisture distribution, showing plotting q/Q, in two dimensional simulations with no rotation or damping and (a)

ϵ = 0, (b) ϵ = 0.5, and (c) ϵ = 1

shown in Figure 4(c). The increased diffusivity implies increasing size of the individual moist regions, as might be expected,

and it results in fewer moist regions across the domain as a whole, but it does not inhibit the emergence of new moist regions.410

The emergence seems to be triggered by gravity waves excited by the merging, which, due to the periodicity of the domain,

meet one-another and excite a new moist region. This process then continues with new moist regions continually forming as

the previous merge. The important role of gravity waves in this behaviour is supported by simulations in which the WTG

approximation is made explicit, i.e. (2) is replaced by ∇ ·u = Fh(q)−Fh(q) so that u is determined instantaneously by the q

field. The evolution for this case, for the diffusivity corresponding to Figure 4(b), is shown in Figure 4(d), where a single moist415

region is seen to form, with no emergence of new moist regions. However there is a persistent oscillation of the boundary of

the single moist region, showing that even under WTG the inclusion of nonlinear advection introduces some subtleties that we

have not yet understood.

Having established the implications of nonlinear advection in the 1-D setting we now return to the 2-D setting that is of most

interest. In this case, whilst the merging of moist regions is clearly promoted by advection, there is not the same phenomenon420

of emergence of new moist regions, probably because any gravity waves excited by merger disperse radially and decrease in

amplitude as they do so. Simulations show that the system evolves towards a steady state, as was the case for ϵ = 0. However

advection changes the geometry of this final steady state, as may be seen from the steady state distributions for different values

of ϵ shown in Figure 5. Unlike with ϵ = 0, where the steady state is governed only by reaction-diffusion, the final state must

now also respect a global balance between reaction-diffusion and advection. On the square periodic domain considered in paper425

this leads to the moisture forming either a band or a cross shape. At smaller values of ϵ (ϵ = 0.5 is shown) a band forms and

at larger ϵ (ϵ = 1 is shown) a cross is preferred. However at intermediate values either shape, according to details of the initial

conditions, may be reached and will persist.

4 Breakdown of WTG and implications for aggregation

When frictional and thermal damping and rotation are included in the system, then, as noted previously, there will be an upper430

limit Ldyn, depending on the dynamical parameters α, λ and f , on the scale to which WTG balance can apply. It is expected
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that the coarsening to the domain scale exhibited in the previous section will be substantially modified, and perhaps halted,

when the scale Ldyn is reached. Since the growth of disturbances to the RCE state is the pre-cursor to the coarsening phase we

will begin this section by considering in §4.1 explicit solution of the linear instability problem when α, λ and f are non-zero.

Then in §4.2 we will present semi-quantitative scaling arguments that are potentially relevant to the evolution beyond the linear435

instability phase. We then present results from numerical simulations in §4.3, both for ϵ = 0 and for ϵ > 0, including a regime

diagram that summarises the overall pattern of behaviour as the dynamical parameters vary.

4.1 Key insights from the linear instability problem

There have been previous theoretical studies (e.g. Adames et al., 2019) of linear wave propagation and linear instability in

systems equivalent to (1)–(3), but it is useful to establish some of the basic properties of the particular model system that we440

consider in this paper. For the case discussed in §2.2 and illustrated in §3, where α = λ = f = 0 and the WTG approximation

is valid, the linear stability properties of the RCE state are very straightforward and determined by the the sign of the derivative

with respect to q of Ghq(q,0). We consider the linear stability problem in more detail for α, λ and f non-zero since this gives

insight into the behaviour of the full nonlinear system as revealed by numerical simulation.

Since the f -plane is isotropic, we can assume that perturbations vary only in the x-direction. Assuming small amplitude445

perturbations of the form u = ℜ{ûexp(σt + ikx)}, with analogous notation for other variables, the linearised forms of (1), (2)

and (3) are

σû− fv̂ =−ikgĥ−αû, (14)

σv̂ + fû =−αv̂, (15)

σĥ− iHkû =−µ2q̂−λĥ, (16)450

σq̂− iQkû =−µ1q̂−κk2q̂, (17)

where µ2 =−F ′h(0) and µ1 =−F ′q(0), matching the notation used in (13) and (12). As is standard, these define an eigenvalue

problem, the solution of which leads to a dispersion relation for the growth rate σ which takes the form

σ4 + [λ + 2α + µ1 + κk2]σ3

+ [(µ1 + κk2)(λ + 2α) + f2 + c2k2 + α2 + 2αλ]σ2455

+ [(µ1 + κk2)(f2 + c2k2 + α2 + 2αλ) + c2k2α + (f2 + α2)λ− gµ2Qk2]σ

+ (µ1 + κk2)c2k2α− gµ2Qk2α + (f2 + α2)λ(µ1 + κk2) = 0. (18)

An important simple case is the strict WTG limit with α = λ = f = 0. This may be considered directly by neglecting the σĥ

and −λĥ terms in (16) and then substituting for û in (17) to deduce, neglecting the κk2 term,

σ =−µ1 +
Qµ2

H
. (19)460

Alternatively this may be deduced directly from the full dispersion relation, assuming a balance between the σ2 and σ terms,

corresponding to ck being large compared to µ1 and µ2Q/H , and neglecting the apparent σ = 0 root. This expression for σ
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motivates the previously noted definition of the normalised gross moist stability for the moist shallow water equations,

M = 1− Qµ2

Hµ1
. (20)

As noted previously, in this paper parameter values will be chosen such that M < 0, implying σ > 0 and moisture mode465

instability with inverse time scale µ = µ1|M |. Note that the WTG approximation applies at small scales, k≫ µ/c. At large

scales, with k≪ µ/c, the moisture adjusts on a timescale shorter than that of the dynamics and a steady state balance in the

moisture equation is more appropriate. (The large-k and small-k limits in this problem correspond to the moisture-mode and

gravity-mode limits identified by Adames et al. (2019)). Using the moisture equation to eliminate the moisture dependence in

the height equation then gives the standard shallow water equations with the gravity wave speed adjusted from c2 to470

c2(1− µ2Q

Hµ1
) = c2M. (21)

This defines the moist gravity wave speed c2
m = c2M and implies unstable growth rather than propagation if M < 0. M < 0

may be therefore identified as a criterion for instability whether or not the WTG approximation is valid. Re-including the

effects of moisture diffusion will potentially inhibit instability on length scales comparable to or smaller than
√

κ/µ1.

Returning to the behaviour of the full system as described by (18), first consider the case where α and λ are non-zero, but475

there is no rotation, f = 0. It is helpful to note the solutions for σ in the large-scale (k small) and small-scale (k large) limits.

Neglecting diffusion, it is straightforward to show that at small k the roots of (18) are σ ≃−λ,−α,−α,−µ1 (i.e. the σ ≃−α

root is repeated in the limit as k→ 0). Correspondingly at large k there are roots σ ≃±ick−λ−µ2Q/H,−α,µ2(Q/H)−µ1 =

−µ1M . There is therefore stability at small k and, consistent with the WTG analysis, instability at large k if M > 0 with the

latter limit unaffected by α and λ being non-zero. Introducing diffusion by taking κ > 0 will not affect the small-k behaviour480

but will affect the large k-behaviour.

Given that all roots for σ have negative real part for k→ 0 it is possible to deduce whether or not there is instability by

seeking conditions, in particular a value of k, under which one of the roots has zero real part. One possibility is σ = is with s

real and non-zero. Substituting this form for σ into (18), with f = 0, shows that such a root is not possible. (A key simplification

in this case f = 0 that can be exploited here is that 4th-order polynomial appearing in (18) has a factor (σ + α).) The other485

possibility is that σ = 0, implying the condition

(µ1 + κk2)c2k2α− gµ2Qk2α + α2λ(µ1 + κk2) = 0. (22)

This is a quadratic for k2 which has real roots only if

κ≤ c2µ1

λα
(
√

1−M − 1)2 (23)

where as before M = 1−µ2Q/µ1H . If this condition is satisfied then there is instability. If it is not satisfied then there is no490

instability. Furthermore it may also be deduced that roots with positive real part must be real, and that for any value of k there

can be at most one such root. Given that roots crossing the real axis must do so at σ = 0, complex roots with positive real

part would be possible only if there were two such crossings, from below to above the real axis, as k increased, and those real
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roots then combined to give a complex conjugate pair. But this is not possible since the above shows that there are at most two

crossings for any k and, given that all roots are below the real axis for small k and (with κ > 0) for large k, then one crossing495

is from below the real axis to above and the other is from above to below.

When f is non-zero then the conditions for instability are more complicated. The large-k limits of the roots of (18) are

unaffected from the expressions given above (which were for κ = 0, the same holds for κ > 0. However the small-k limits

are now σ ≃−λ,±if −α,−µ1, implying stability at small k, but note that the previous repeated root −α now becomes the

complex conjugate pair±if−α (i.e. frictionally damped inertial oscillations). The transition between small-k and large-k now500

depends on the values of α, λ, f , κ and other parameters.

The expression (23) for real roots of (18) to cross the real axis generalises to

κ≤ c2µ1α

λ(α2 + f2)
(
√

1−M − 1)2, (24)

however this does not give complete information on when instability is possible because with f non-zero complex conjugate

roots may also cross the real axis. Some analytical progress can be made in describing the dependence of roots on the different505

parameters, but the algebra is complicated. Further details on analysis of (18) is given in Appendix B and the following

describes and illustrates this dependence on the basis of a combination of analysis and numerical solution.

Figure 6 maps out different regions of the (α,λ) plane for a specific choice of κ and for six different choices of f , including

f = 0. Other parameters, µ1, µ2, c2, Q and H take the same values as specified in §3. The (α,λ)-plane may be divided into

four regions, each corresponding to a different regime of behaviour. Regime I is where ℜ(σ) > 0 occurs for some k only when510

σ is real. Regimes IIa and IIb are where there are complex σ with ℜ(σ) > 0 and with non-zero imaginary parts and Regime

III is where there is no instability, i.e. ℜ(σ) < 0 for all k. The distinction between IIa and IIb is that in IIb σ corresponding to

fastest growth over all k has non-zero imaginary part.

For f = 0 only Regimes I and III is present and the region of instability simply corresponds to (23). For the largest value

of f shown, again only Regimes I and III are present, with Regime I corresponding to (24). For smaller non-zero values of515

f the boundary between Regimes I and III is again described by (24), but, within α < f , Regimes IIa and IIb exist. Note that

Regimes IIa and IIb are therefore confined to smaller and smaller values of α as f → 0.

Numerical investigation shows that the boundary between Regime I and Regime IIa, indicated by the dashed curves in Figure

6, is predicted by the condition that (18) has a double root at σ = 0. This is because close to the λ = 0 axis a real root crosses

the real axis. As λ increases a bifurcation point emerges on the solution branch joining to that root and then moves toward the520

real axis. A transition between crossing of the real axis by a real root and crossing by a complex conjugate pair occurs when

the bifurcation point reaches the real axis, i.e. at the point in there is a double root at σ = 0. For all f such that Regimes IIa and

IIb exist the boundary between Regimes IIa and Regime I asymptotes to α≃ λ as λ→ 0.

The condition for a double root at σ = 0 must be compatible with the condition (24). Given that the gradient of the dashed

curves is observed to reduce as λ increases, there will not be compatibility if the gradient of the curve defined by equality in525

(24) is larger than 1 as λ→ 0, i.e. if

f > c(µ1/κ)1/2(
√

1−M − 1). (25)
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Figure 6. A regime diagram of the linear instability behaviour of the model on the f -plane. The black curves mark the boundaries between

regimes for a value of f = 10−5s−1, and the black regime labels correspond to this curve. The solid black curve marks the boundary between

the unstable regimes and the globally stable regime (Regime III). The dashed black curve denotes the boundary separating Regime I on the

left, where all unstable modes have zero frequency and Regime IIa on the right, where some unstable modes have a non-zero frequency, and

so are not stationary. The dotted black curve separates Regime IIa, to the left, from Regime IIb, to the right, where the fastest growing linear

mode is no longer stationary. The curves of four other colours show corresponding boundaries for different values of f , with no equivalent

of Regime II appearing when f = 0 or when f is sufficiently large. A detailed description of the regime structure is given within the text.

When this inequality is satisfied there are no Regimes IIa and IIb and the transition between stability and instability is described

completely by (24). For the parameters used to generate Figure 6, the disappearance of regions IIa and IIb between f =

6× 10−5s−1 and f = 10−4s−1 is consistent with (25).530

The boundary between Regime IIb and Regime III corresponds to a double root of (18) on the imaginary axis. The ‘quadruple

point’ where the regions corresponding to Regimes I, IIa, IIb and III touch corresponds to a double zero root of (18) coinciding

with the condition for equality in (24). Both the IIb/III boundary and the quadruple point could in principle be described

analytically but the algebra is daunting.

Whilst the parameter dependence that is found in the linear stability problem is complicated, two overall rules that seem535

to hold are first that (not surprisingly) increasing κ inhibits instability and second that increasing f also tends to inhibit

instability, i.e. the region of the (α,λ) plane in which there is instability reduces as these parameters increase. In particular,
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for any specified non-zero values of α, λ and κ there is an fstab such that f > fstab implies stability. The solid curves shown in

Figure 6 bounding Regime III are therefore, for the chosen value of κ, contours of the function fstab(α,λ) in the (α,λ) plane.

The existence of fstab will be exploited in the description of the equatorial β-plane behaviour in the following section.540

4.2 Dynamical arguments

The description above is focused on the linear instability problem and cannot be assumed to extend to the evolution once

the growing unstable disturbances have saturated, e.g. in an aggregation phase. More general insight in the evolution can be

obtained by considering possible balances in the equations at horizontal scale L. Assume that the time scale of evolution is

Tq . In the linear instability phase Tq ∼ µ−1. However after the unstable growth has saturated Tq may be larger than this. In the545

aggregation of moist and dry regions described previously, for example, Tq is determined by the diffusivity κ and is large if κ

is small.

If α ̸= 0 and λ ̸= 0 then, assuming that Tq ≫ α−1,λ−1, a quasi-steady state balance is possible in the dynamical equations,

i.e. u is instantaneously determined by the q field according to the quasi-steady balance

αδ− fζ =−g∇2h (26)550

αζ + fδ = 0 (27)

Hδ + λh = Fh(q), (28)

where δ is divergence and ζ is vorticity. In this respect we can identify this case with Regime I in the previous section.

Eliminating ζ gives that

δ =−gα(α2 + f2)−1∇2h. (29)555

Substituting into (28) implies that the local h, and hence the local u, is determined by q in a surrounding region of scale

Ldyn = c(α/λ)1/2(α2 + f2)−1/2. (30)

This defines a dynamical length scale Ldyn. WTG balance, the local balance between divergence and heating applies only

length scales smaller than this. On length scales larger than Ldyn the dominant balance in (28) is between λh and Fh(q) and

hence, from (29) the divergence is proportional to∇2F (q) rather than to F (q). Another implication of the above balance, from560

(27), is that the flow will be dominated by the rotational component if f ≫ α and by the irrotational component if f ≪ α.

The quasi-steady balance above cannot hold when α = 0, when (29) would imply δ = 0. However if q is to be maintained

away from the q = 0 steady state, which is known to be unstable, (4), neglecting the term multiplied by ϵ requires δ non-zero.

This suggests that a distinct dynamical argument is required when α is small, analogous to the distinct nature of Regime

II discussed in the previous section. If f ̸= 0, a possible balance assuming small Rossby number, i.e. that the time scale of565
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evolution of the q field is much larger than f−1, is

−fζ =−g∇2h (31)

ζt + fδ = 0 (32)

ht + Hδ + λh = Fh(q), (33)

implying570

(h− (c2/f2)∇2h)t + λh = Fh(q) (34)

i.e. a form of the quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity equation with the potential vorticity changing through the effects of

heating Fh(q) and thermal damping. So in this system there are two prognostic equations, one for potential vorticity and one

for moisture. In this case it is the second term in the time derivative that corresponds to divergence, so that WTG applies if

L≪ (c/f)min(1,(λTq)−1/2). Here the length scale appearing is the Rossby radius c/f and the flow may be expected to575

evolve on the time scale λ−1 at large times. Note that in this case the rotational part of the velocity field will be stronger than

the divergent part.

In both the above cases it appears that the relation between moist heating and divergence becomes non-local at sufficiently

large scale, Ldyn when α is large enough to bring the dynamical balance to a quasi-steady state and c/f when α is smaller.

Therefore the aggregation behaviour seen previously is likely to be halted, or at least strongly modified, when these scales are580

reached. In §4.3 below the nature of this modification is examined by numerical simulation.

The scale Ldyn defined above decreases as f increases, suggesting that the scale of aggregated moist and dry regions will

also decrease as f increases. Furthermore the underlying instability of the RCE state requires WTG dynamics to apply and

Ldyn therefore also represents an upper limit on the scale of the instability. As f increases Ldyn will reduce to the diffusion

scale
√

κ/µ and the instability of the RCE state will disappear. This provides an estimate for fstab,585
√

α

λ

c√
f2 + α2

= Γ
√

κ

µ
, (35)

where Γ is a non-dimensional parameter. The expression (24) provided by the linear stability calculation is consistent with

this reasoning and provides an explicit expression for Γ as equal to
√
−M/(

√
1−M − 1). For the case when α is small,

corresponding to Regime II, we have no expression for Ldyn or for the boundary of stability between Regimes II and III in

figure 6 so a corresponding analytic result has not been determined. We do expect a qualitatively similar situation where the590

system being stabilised by diffusion once the maximum length scale Ldyn becomes sufficiently small. However the fact that the

behaviour as f changes of the boundary between Regime IIb and Regime III shown in Figure 6 is geometrically complicated

suggests that a simply dynamical estimate of the form of the boundary will be difficult to find.

4.3 Numerical simulations

The link between the maximum length scale over which WTG is expected to apply and the spatial scale of aggregation is595

investigated numerically.
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Figure 7. A series of snapshots of the perturbation moisture distribution q/Q of a two dimensional simulation, this time with rotation and

damping. Row A corresponds to case I in section 4.1. This has f = 10−5s−1, α = λ = 4× 10−6s−1, giving Ldyn = 1.6× 106m. Rows B

and C correspond to case II. Row B has α = 10−7s−1 and λ = 10−6s−1, and C has α = 10−6s−1 and λ = 10−4s−1.

The effect of non-zero f , α and λ is now illustrated using numerical simulation, using the same numerical scheme as in

section 3. Other parameters, µ1, µ2, c2, Q and H take the same values as specified in §3, unless otherwise stated. f , α and λ

are chosen so that there is linear instability, corresponding to Regimes I, IIa and IIb in Figure 6. (Details of these simulations

are also given in Table 1.)600

4.3.1 ϵ = 0

We begin with ϵ = 0, i.e. excluding nonlinear advection of moisture. A selection of time series of the moisture distribution of

the system for different choices of f , α and λ is shown in figure 7, with each simulation corresponding to a row. In all cases the

moisture field q was initialised with small-scale random noise. The first case, in row A, corresponding to Regime I in the (α,λ)

plane shown in Figure 6 the system initially evolves similarly to the case without damping or rotation, with the formation of605

distinct moist regions, which evolve and enlarge through aggregation. However the aggregation does not proceed to the domain

scale but halts at a smaller scale, with quasi-steady circular moist regions. This is as expected from the previous dynamical

discussion. The inclusion of non-zero f , α and λ implies that WTG balance can hold only up the scale Ldyn and aggregation

halts at this scale. Other simulations with f , α and λ corresponding to Regime I in Figure 6 show similar evolution.
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Figure 8. The regime diagram curve for f = 10−5s−1 from Figure 6, overlaid with observational data. Each point marked on the Figure

correspond to the parameter values for a simulation which was then categorised into one of four regimes. The points corresponding to the

moisture distributions shown in Figure 7 are labelled A, B and C.

Rows B and C of Figure 7 correspond to Regime II in the (α,λ) plane, B to IIa and C to IIb. For case B there is again610

an initial segregation and then aggregation process leading to distinct moist and dry regions at some finite scale. However,

the long-time distribution is no longer stationary, but continues to evolve in time (without there being any further systematic

increase in scale). In case C, whilst there is segregation, there is no clear aggregation stage and the moist and dry regions evolve

in time in a manner that is more wave-like that that seen in case B.

To establish that the division of the (α,λ) plane, originally motivated by the linear instability properties, provides a useful615

guide to the behaviour of the ultimate nonlinear evolution, Figure 8 repeats the depiction of the (λ,α) plane shown previously,

for a single value of f , with superimposed symbols indicating whether the nonlinear evolution was aggregated and quasi-

steady, as case A above, aggregated and unsteady, as in case B, or propagating, as in case C. Regime IIa, (case B) has been

split into two sub-regimes, with a slow regime corresponding to transitional behaviour in which aggregated regions form but

propagation is sufficiently slow that these remain round.620

A possible interpretation of the apparent relation between the properties of the linear instability problem and the evolution

observed in the numerical simulations is as follows. In Regime I, as illustrated by simulation A, the linear instability behaviour

is essentially that described by the WTG approximation, with the relevant unstable mode having real σ. Therefore the system
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evolves through the the instability to the segregated state determined by the bistability. In Regime IIa, as illustrated by sim-

ulation B, the relevant unstable mode is similar to that in A, with σ real and the process of segregation is correspondingly625

similar. However the existence of slower growing propagating (complex-σ) unstable modes at larger scales is relevant to the

nonlinear evolution post-segregation (even if the linear instability modes themselves do not provide a complete description

of the behaviour). (A reduced mathematical model describing the evolution of the segregated state might make this relevance

clearer.) In Regime IIb, illustrated by simulation C, there is a pair of fastest growing modes with complex conjugate σ rather

than a single mode with real σ and the mechanism for growth is therefore completely different to that described by the WTG630

approximation. In fact these modes are better considered as moisture-destabilized inertial waves, and are not moisture modes

since they rely on the fact that the dynamics is not slaved to the moisture field. Consequentially the nonlinear evolution is not

so clearly a segregation into the two states allowed by bistability and instead is better characterised as an evolving field of non-

linear moisture-inertial waves. Note that systematic propagation in this case C and the clear anisotropy of the instantaneous q

distribution visible in Figure 7(i) are an indication of spontaneous symmetry breaking rather than of any systematic anisotropy635

of the system as specified.

We now focus on the behaviour of the model with parameters chosen from Regime I, where there is aggregation to a quasi-

steady state. The behaviour can be usefully summarised by using the spatial auto-correlation. The auto-correlation Lauto scale

is defined as the minimum radius at which the spatial autocorrelation is a factor of 1/e less than its maximum value. The time

evolution of the Lauto for simulations with various damping and rotation rates, and diffusivities, is shown in Figure 9.640

The two cases (a) and (b) have α = λ = f = 0 so, as previously demonstrated in §§2.2–3, aggregation is expected eventually

to proceeds to the domain scale. The evolution of Lauto for both cases (a) and (b) is consistent with this expectation. For case

(b) Lauto reaches a limiting value within the time period shown in the Figure. For case (a) a limiting value is not reached, but

Lauto continues to increase throughout the period shown. The difference between (a) and (b) can explained by the fact that κ

for (b) is 4× larger that for (a) and therefore, recalling the established theory on reaction-diffusion systems noted in §2.2, that645

the rate at which aggregation proceeds is more rapid as κ increases.

Other cases have non-zero values of α, λ and f . All these show approach to a finite limiting value indicating that aggregation

ceases. A candidate value for the length scale at which this occurs is Ldyn = c(α/λ)1/2(α2+f2)−1/2. The corresponding values

deduced from Figure 9 are consistent with this expression in the sense that the ordering as parameters are changed is consistent

with the expression. Note in particular that for given α and λ the scale is smaller with f > 0 than it is with f = 0.650

The above has emphasised the evolution from an initial condition where the moisture distribution varies on small scales. It is

also interesting to consider the evolution from an initial condition where the moisture varies on large scales. In particular Figure

10 shows the evolution, with non-zero α, λ and f , from a state in which the initial condition on all fields is a domain-scale

aggregated state generated with α = λ = f = 0 as previously shown in Figure 2(d). That state relies on the maintenance of q

away from the RCE state by the divergence which is determined by the WTG balance in the h-equation. When α, λ and f are655

non-zero the relation between divergence and q changes, and WTG balance cannot be maintained on a scale larger than Ldyn. In

particular, in the case shown the divergence/convergence values are much smaller in the centre of large moist and dry regions,

where q begins to relax towards the RCE state, i.e. q = 0. The system then becomes vulnerable to the radiative-convective
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Figure 9. A measure of autocorrelation length scale plotted against time for various parameter values, within case I. Curves (a) and (b) have

α = λ = f = 0. Curve (a) has κ = 105m2s−1 and (b) has κ = 4× 105m2s−1. Curve (c) has f = 10−5s−1 and α = λ = 4× 10−6s−1 and

κ = 105m2s−1. Curves (d) and (e) show the effect of reducing α and λ respectively by a factor of 4. Curves (f) and (g) have parameters as

(c) and (d) respectively, but with f = 0. The length scale varies consistently with the value of Ldyn.

instability. New moist and dry regions at appear at smaller scales and the system begins to aggregate to a scale Ldyn. This

evolution does not depend on the inclusion of small scale noise in the initial condition; there is simply no large scale steady660

state possible.

4.3.2 ϵ > 0 (advective nonlinearity included)

To understand the effects of nonlinear moisture advection on the behaviour of the system it is again instructive to start from a

set of one-dimensional simulations. These are shown in Figure 11 for a particular choice of α, λ and f . The ϵ = 0 case is shown

first, in Figure 11(a) for reference. A rapid evolution to coherent moist and dry regions, as was the case with α = λ = f = 0,665

shown in Figure 4(a), but as expected the effect of α, λ and f non-zero is that the scale of these regions is reduced. Whether or

not the system is in an exact steady state or will continue to evolve further on a very long timescale has not been established,

but what is more significant is the substantial modification when ϵ is non-zero, shown in Figure 11(b). The previously identified

effect, recalling Figure 4(b), that nonlinear advection tends to narrow moist regions and, additionally to sweep them together
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Figure 10. The snapshots of the normalised perturbation moisture field q/Q against time for a numerical integration of the model equations

with f = 10−5s−1, α = λ = 4×10−6s−1. This has been prepared from the final moisture state of a simulation with no damping and rotation

superimposed with some small scale noise. The initial dynamics are the steady state response to the initial large scale moisture distribution.

This should be compared to row A of figure 7, which has the same values of the parameters but is initialised from small amplitude small

scale noise.

may be seen here to be remain when α, λ and f are non-zero, however the resulting separation of moist regions is smaller. The670

phenomenon that ’collision’ of moist regions, that leads to a broad dry region, is followed almost immediately to the formation

of a new moist region in the centre of the dry region, is also seen here and indeed it also occurs when the dynamics is assumed

to be a quasi-steady response to the moisture field, shown in Figure 11(d), suggesting that here this is not generated by a

gravity wave but instead results from the fact that a broad dry region, with width greater than Ldyn cannot be maintained as a

steady state. (Recall discussion in the previous sections of the evolution from large-scale moist and dry regions.) Analogous to675

the behaviour noted for the 2-D system displayed in Figure 7C, the systematic propagation in the positive x direction seen in

Figure 11(b) and that in the negative x-direction seen in Figure 11(d) result from spontaneous symmetry breaking rather than

any imposed asymmetry. In both cases the system is invariant under reflection in x.

Figure 11(c) shows a case with larger diffusivity. Here the merging of moist regions is apparently slowed by the larger

diffusivity, this is presumably because the narrowing effect of advection is opposed by the large diffusion-reaction velocity.680

As moist regions come close to merging, one is seen to disappear, as seen in panel (c). This is interpreted as a result of the
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Figure 11. Moisture distribution, plotting q/Q, against time for a set of one-dimensional simulations with both nonlinear advection and

damping, f = α = λ = 10−5s−1. (a) has ϵ = 0, (b)–(d) have ϵ = 1, (c) also has κ increased by a factor of 4 from 105ms−1 in the other

simulations, and (d) has balanced dynamics to remove gravity waves.

reactive-diffusive coarsening, stronger because of the larger diffusion, removing the moist region before the merging action of

nonlinear advection is complete.

We will now move on to investigating the two-dimensional system. A series of snapshots of the moisture field is shown in

figure 12. Note that each of these cases have (λ,α) corresponding to Regime I. We have previously noted that the effect of685

advective nonlinearity is in the two-dimensional case to give moist regions that a more filamentary than quasi-circular. (For

example recall the steady-state moisture distributions, where aggregation has proceeded to the domain scale, for α = λ = f

shown in Figure 5.) The effect of α, λ and f non-zero is both to limit any aggregation to a finite scale and to determine the flow

pattern resulting from the moisture distribution. When f ̸= 0 this flow has a substantial rotational component and the advective

effect of this on the filamentary moisture structures is apparent in Figure 12(a) and (b). The example with f = 0, shown in690

Figure 12(c), where the advecting flow is irrotational, is distinctly different, with any curvature of the filamentary structures

weaker and resulting from deformation by a spatially structured irrotational flow. As has been noted previously advective

narrowing of moist regions means that the maximum magnitude q is affected by diffusion and not simply equal to the predicted

value q+.
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Figure 12. The perturbation moisture distribution, q/Q, after 10,000 hours for a selection of two dimensional nonlinear simulations. (a) has

f = α = λ = 10−6s−1, (b) has f = α = λ = 10−5s−1, and (c) has α = λ = 10−5s−1 but f = 0.

5 Equatorial β-plane695

In this section we will consider the model on the equatorial β-plane, i.e. with f = βy. It has been shown that on the f -plane

aggregation tends to be inhibited by rotation, in two ways: (i) The upper limit of the scale for the underlying instability of the

system is a decreasing function of f and the lower limit is a increasing function of κ, therefore when κ is non zero the instability

disappears altogether for f > fstab = βystab, with the latter equality defining ystab. (ii) The upper limit on the aggregation scale

is a decreasing function of f . This suggests the possibility on the β-plane of disturbances largely confined to some equatorial700

band with |y|< ystab. Such disturbances do indeed form, and we will go on to describe their behaviour.

The regime diagram shown in Figure 6 in Sect. 4.1 provides some insight into how the dynamics might vary with latitude.

At the equator, with f = 0, either Regime I or Regime III must apply, with Regime III implying that the RCE state is stable.

For large f Regime III applies. Whether or not the transition from Regime I to Regime III passes through Regime II will be

determined by the values of α and λ. Generally speaking this will occur when α/λ is relatively small. If Regime II is visited705

then this is likely to be manifested as more complicated behaviour (recall Figure 7) as ystab is approached. However we will see

later in this Section that there are effects on the β-plane that are not captured by the f -plane behaviour as described in Sect. 4.

It was noted in the previous section that, on the f -plane, whilst there was sometimes evidence of a selection of a preferred

direction (recall Figures 7C and 11(b) and (d)), this selection is purely random. On the β-plane, however, there is a genuine

east-west asymmetry (e.g. as manifested in the well-known Matsuno-Gill steady response to localised heating, which has been710

generalised to the case where α and λ are not equal by Wu et al. (2001)) and it will be of particular interest to determine

whether this leads to zonal propagation of moist and dry regions and how such propagation varies with model parameters.

We will begin this section discussing an adjustment to the previous, constant f dynamical arguments and its impact on the

local distribution of aggregated regions. We will then discuss the effects of the larger scale equatorial circulation. We will then

go on to discuss the behaviour of a series of numerical experiments, in both the ϵ = 0 and ϵ > 0 cases.715
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5.1 Implications of equatorial β-plane dynamics

Much of the scale analysis of the f -plane equations presented in §4.2 was based on a quasi-steady balance in the dynamical

equations which led to the relation (29) between δ and h and hence an estimate Ldyn = c(α/λ)1/2(α2 + f2)−1/2 for the scale

on which WTG breaks down and hence as an effective upper limit on scale of aggregation. The same approach, of assuming a

quasi-steady balance in the dynamical equations, will now be applied to the β-plane. The scale Ldyn as defined previously will720

still be useful, but will now vary with latitude. It is convenient to use the notation Ldyn,f to represent the value of Ldyn for a

particular value of f .

The balance (29) must be modified on the β-plane because ∂f/∂y is non-zero and becomes

δ =− gα

α2 + f2
∇2h +

gβ

f2 + α2
n̂ · ∇h, (36)

where β = ∂f/∂y and n̂ = (α2− f2,2fα)/(f2 +α2) is a unit vector. Substituting (36) into the thickness equation, (2), gives725

the steady response to a heating as

λh + Hδ = λh− gHα

α2 + f2
∇2h +

gHβ

f2 + α2
n̂ · ∇h = Fh(q). (37)

One important difference from the corresponding equations for the f -plane is there is now a preferred direction in the relation

between δ and h, allowing a systematic anisotropy. A second difference is that the coefficients in the equations are now

functions of y. A local analysis, treating f as constant, may therefore not always be valid. The expressions above suggest a730

change in character of the system when the length scale is larger than α/β. Below this scale the first, isotropic, term in (36) is

dominant, and, furthermore, the coefficient appearing in this term does not vary significantly on this scale, so a local description

will be valid. For length scales larger than α/β, however, the second term is dominant, suggesting significant anisotropy in the

dynamics. The coefficients and the vector n̂ will also vary significantly with so significant latitudinal variation is expected and,

more fundamentally, a local description may not be valid.735

Along with the above it must be taken into account that aggregation is initiated by instability of the RCE state and that

this instability is confined to |y|< ystab. Additionally, whilst it is expected that moist anomalies are large confined within this

region, note that (37) implies that dynamical effects extend outside, on a length scale of Ldyn,f=βystab . When M is large and

negative, (35) suggests this scale is
√

κ/µ: a diffusive response extending outside of the unstable equatorial region. When−M

is closer to zero, however, this length scale may be significantly larger.740

The f -plane analysis predicts Ldyn as an upper limit on the scale for aggregation. This suggests Ldyn,f=0 = c
√

λ/α as the

corresponding scale at the equator on the β-plane. Therefore, on the basis of the arguments above, aggregation at the equator

may be isotropic if Ldyn,f=0 < α/β and ystab > Ldyn,f=0. If the second condition is not satisfied then the geometry will not

allow isotropy. Furthermore, since Ldyn,βy is a decreasing function of y, isotropy will extend to y = ystab but the characteristic

length scales will decrease as |y| increases. In other words we expect the aggregation to be qualitatively similar to the f -plane745

case, except that it will be confined to a region slightly larger than |y|< ystab and that the characteristic length scale with vary

with y. If Ldyn,f=0 < α/β and ystab < Ldyn,f=0, on the other hand, then the aggregated structures in moisture will be largely

confined to |y|< ystab and therefore extended in x relative to their scale in y. However the dynamical signatures will extend to
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Figure 13. A schematic plot of the expected regimes of behaviour of our model on the equatorial β plane, shown against varying the

latitudinal scale of the equatorial wave response Ldyn|f=0 = c/
√

αλ and the latitudinal limit of bistability ystab, both in units of β/α. Solid

lines denote regime boundaries, and the remainder of each curve is dotted. The straight line dividing A from E is given by ystab = Ldyn|f=0.

The curve dividing B and C from D is given by ystab = Leq. The curve separating B from C is given by ystab = yiso. A brief summary of the

characteristics of each Regime is as follows. Regime A: Local f plane analysis valid, isotropic aggregated regions extend to ystab. Regime B:

Aggregated regions on equator with y-scale Leq, transition to isotropic aggregrated regions at larger |y|. Regime C: Aggregated regions on

equator with y-scale Leq, anisotropic aggregated regions at larger |y|. Regime D: Aggregated regions centred on equator with y-scale Leq.

Regime E: Aggregated regions centred on equator with y-scale ystab. In Regimes A, B and C there are multiple aggregated regions in latitude.

Regions at different latitudes propagate in the x-direction at different velocities. In Regimes D and E all aggregated regions are centred on

the equator and there is coherent propagation in the x-direction.

|y|= Ldyn,f=0. This suggests two distinct regimes of behaviour in a parameter space defined by ystabβ/α and Ldyn,f=0β/α =

cβα−3/2λ−1/2. We will label these as Regime A ( Ldyn,f=0 < α/β, Ldyn,f=0 < ystab) and Regime E ( Ldyn,f=0 < α/β, ystab <750

Ldyn,f=0 ). These two Regimes are shown in the (Ldyn,f=0,ystab) plane in Figure 13. We will add further regimes to this diagram

and discuss them in more detail below.

We now consider the case where Ldyn,f=0 > α/β. The non-isotropic terms in (36) and (37) must be taken into account.

Furthermore close to the equator a local analysis is no longer adequate. A natural y-scale close to y = 0, obtained by requiring

a balance between the first and second terms in the middle expression in (37) is Leq = (c/β)1/2(α/λ)1/4 as obtained by755
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Wu et al. (2001) in their generalisation of the Matsuno-Gill problem. The corresponding x-scale, however, agrees with the

length scale from the local analysis at the equator, Ldyn,f=0. Note that Leq =
√

Ldyn,f=0α/β and that Leq therefore always

lies between α/β and Ldyn, i.e. when Ldyn,f=0 > α/β, α/β < Leq < Ldyn,f=0. The structure of (37) implies that a moisture

anomaly localised within region |y|< Leq will force a dynamical anomalies that extend across the region |y| ∼ Leq. This

implies a distinct Regime D ( α/β < Ldyn,f=0, ystab < Leq) similar to Regime E, with latitudinal confined moisture anomalies760

driving broader dynamical anomalies.

Now consider (Ldyn,f=0 > α/β, ystab > Leq). In this case, since ystab > Leq, the unstable region is large enough to allow

multiple aggregated structures in the y-direction. Since we have Ldyn,0 > α/β there is anisotropy at the equator, but since Ldyn

is a decreasing function of f the anisotropic region is expected to extend only to y such that Ldyn,βy = α/β, hence

y = yiso = Ldyn,f=0

(
1− α2

β2L2
dyn,f=0

) 1
2

, (38)765

which defines yiso. For |y|> yiso we expect isotropic aggregation. This implies two further regimes, Regime B ( Ldyn,f=0 >

α/β, ystab > max{Leq,yiso}) in which there is anisotropic aggregation in |y|< max{Leq,yiso} and isotropic aggregation in

max{Leq,yiso}< |y|< ystab and Regime C ( Ldyn,f=0 > α/β, Leq < ystab < yiso) in which there is anistropic aggregation

across the entire region |y|< ystab.

Figure 13 shows all five of the Regimes A–E. It should additionally be noted that if ystab is very small compared to dynamical770

length scales then instability may be inhibited. This might justify defining a further distinct regime, but since the priority has

been to interpret behaviour seen in cases where there is instability the criteria for such a regime has not been investigated in

detail.

Having identified the different dynamical regimes that characterise the system on the β-plane we now consider the implica-

tions for spatial propagation of the aggregated moist and dry regions. It is useful to consider the moisture evolution equation.775

Using (28) to substitute for ∇.u, (4) becomes

qt + ϵ∇ · (u[q]q)−κ∇2q = Fq(q)−
Q

H
(Fh(q)−Fh(q)) +

λQ

H
(h−h). (39)

This differs from the WTG form (7) by the final term on the right-hand side, which is non-zero unless h is spatially uniform.

Note that the contributions to qt that arise under WTG are not expected to lead to systematic propagation since the relation

between these terms and q is isotropic.780

The extra term (λQ/H)(h−h) can potentially cause systematic propagation if its relation to q, as expressed by (37) is

anisotropic. As has been noted previously this relation is isotropic on the f -plane, implying no propagation in that case. Under

circumstances where a local analysis of (37) is appropriate, it is useful to exploit the analogy between (37) and a damped

advection-diffusion equation, with a source term Fh(q). The advecting velocity is gHβ/(f2 +α2)n̂. For a positive q anomaly,

given that Fh(q) is negative, h will therefore be negative in the direction n̂ and hence, according to (39), qt will be negative in785

the n̂ direction and positive in the −n̂ direction, implying propagation of the q anomaly in the −n̂ direction. This direction is

westward if f < α and eastward if f > α.
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Local analysis of (37) applies for all y in Regimes A and E. These have been identified previously as isotropic at leading-

order, but there is weak anisotropy and this will lead to westward propagation of aggregated moist regions close to the equator.

It follows that a sufficient condition for westward propagation at the equator is Ldyn,f=0 < α/β. In case A the instability and790

hence aggregation, may extend to y such that |f |> α, i.e. |y|> α/β, and there propagation will be eastward. The same analysis

is relevant to regions such that |y|> yiso in Regime B. Since this corresponds to |f |> α the propagation in these regions will

be eastward.

Since the equatorial region |y|< Leq in Regimes A, B and C is broader than α/β, and the direction of the vector n̂ will

change direction when varied across this region, the implication of the local analysis is that there will be a relative westward795

shift of the moisture anomalies near the equator and a relative eastward shift elsewhere, generating a "<" shape. The overall

propagation speed is likely to depend on the latitudinal extent of the equatorial moist region, i.e. on the ratio Leqβ/α. A wider

region, with a larger value of this ratio will have a larger proportion in which −n̂ is directed in the eastward region shift, and

hence is likely to have greater more eastward propagation.

The dependence of propagation speed on latitude suggests that when there are multiple aggregated structures in latitude, i.e.800

in Regimes A, B and C, there will not be a single propagation speed. If there is a dominant speed for structures at the equator

then that will be different from, and more westward, those that for structures at higher latitudes.

An alternative way to understand the behaviour near the equator in Regimes B, C and D is through decomposition into

equatorial waves, following Wu et al. (2001). This offers a different approach to describing solutions of (37), for h given

Fh(q) that does not require regarding the coefficients as locally constant. For reference, the method of calculation is set out805

in Appendix C. In this case the correction (λQ/H)(h−h), appearing in (39), to the WTG convergence associated with an

equatorial heating anomaly will be divergent responses to the east from Kelvin waves, acting to shift the moist anomaly to the

west, and to the west from Rossby waves, acting to shift the moist anomaly to the east. It is the relative size of these two wave

responses that determines the net propagation of moist regions in this system, with a strong Rossby wave response implying

eastward propagation. The fact that the Kelvin wave response decays away from the equator on a scale Leq whereas the Rossby810

wave reponse can be excited at any latitudinal scale suggests that the Kelvin wave response will be relatively weaker and

therefore there will be eastward propagation if moist regions are significantly wider that Leq (though it should be noted that it

has previously been argued that Leq is the natural latitudinal scale of aggregated moist anomalies). More specifically the fact

that the Kelvin wave response is likely to be more localised near the equator than the Rossby wave response suggests that moist

anomalies will tend to have a ’<’ shape, supporting the prediction of this shape from the more heuristic local analysis. This role815

of the Kelvin and Rossby wave reponses in the propagation mechanism has previously been identified by Sugiyama (2009a, b).

The arguments presented above may be used to formulate a quantification of contributions of different processes to zonal

propagation that may be applied to the simulations discussed in the following section. This quantification is useful where the

disturbances may be considered to be coherently propagating at a speed U , which is possible when the latitudinal structure

of the disturbances is dominated by a single moist anomaly centred on the equator, corresponding to Regimes D and E. In820

a reference frame moving at constant speed U in the zonal direction, the moisture distribution will then be steady and the
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moisture equation (4) may be re-written as

Uqx =−Q∇.u− ϵ∇.(qu) +Fq + κ∇2q. (40)

Multiplying by qx and integrating over the domain implies that the propagation speed U is given by

U =
∫∫ (

−Q∇.u− ϵ∇.(qu) +Fq + κ∇2q
)
qx dA

/∫∫
q2
x dA. (41)825

This may be interpreted as an expression of the propagation speed as a sum of contributions from different individual terms in

the moisture equation. We can exploit this, decomposing the divergence into a weak temperature gradient part DWTG defined

from (6) and its departure from WTG, D′.

U =
∫∫ (

−QD′− ϵ∇.(qu)−Q/H(Fh− F̄h) +Fq + κ∇2q
)
qx dA

/∫∫
q2
x dA. (42)

Since Fq and Fh are functions of q only and F̄h is constant, the corresponding terms in the integral are total derivatives and830

so vanish when integrated over a periodic domain. We can also write the diffusive term as qx∇2q = ( 1
2 [q2

x− q2
y])x + (qxqy)y .

The diffusive term therefore also does not contribute to the integral. The coherent propagation of moist regions can therefore

decomposed into parts due to the departure of the divergence from WTG and nonlinear advection.

U =
∫∫

(−QD′− ϵ∇.(qu))qx dA

/∫∫
q2
x dA. (43)

Other terms in the moisture equation do not contribute. Note however that this does not mean that the propagation speed is835

independent of the value of κ, for example. Diffusivity still plays a role in setting the width of the unstable region |y|< ystab

and the shape of individual moist regions. The term including D′ may be further decomposed into separate contributions

from Rossby and Kelvin wave parts of the dynamical response to the heating implied by the moisture field. The method for

calculating the Kelvin and Rossby wave responses is set out in Appendix D.

5.2 Numerical Simulations840

As with the f -plane case previously, much understanding of the behaviour on an equatorial β-plane can be gleaned from

numerical simulations. Numerical details are again in Appendix A and details of parameter values for simulations for which

results are displayed are included in Table 1.

A particular focus in analysing the simulations will be on the zonal propagation of disturbances. For each simulation a zonal

phase speed U may be estimated by identifying the dominant zonal wavenumber in the moisture field at the equator and then845

tracking its time evolution. In some cases, where the latitudinal structure of the disturbances is dominated by a single moist

anomaly centred on the equator, the disturbances may be considered to be steadily propagating. When the latitudinal structure

is more complicated, with multiple moist regions at different latitudes, the assumption of steady propagation is not applicable,

since different moist regions may propagate at different speeds. Regions further from the equator are associated with more

rapid eastward propagation. A notional phase speed U can instead be calculated as the mean phase speed of the dominant850

mode in the moisture evolution along the equator.
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Figure 14. A selection of perturbation moisture distributions q/Q from various beta plane simulations, annotated with their propagation

speed. (a) has damping rates α = λ = 10−5s−1. (b) is as (a) but with λ increased by a factor of 3, this has α = 10−5s−1, λ = 3×10−5s−1..

(c) then has α also increased by a factor of 3, to α = λ = 3× 10−5s−1. (d) is as (a) but with α reduced by a factor of 10 for α = 10−6s−1,

and λ = 10−5s−1. (e) then has λ = 3× 10−6s−1, and α = 10−6s−1. (f) is as (a) but with the diffusivity κ increased by a factor of 4 to

κ = 4× 105m2s−1. The red horizontal lines denote y = ystab.

5.2.1 ϵ = 0

We will again start with the case where nonlinear advection is excluded. The results of a set of simulations for various diffu-

sivities and damping rates such that Leq < ystab are shown in Figure 14. In all panels the red horizontal lines denoting y = ystab,

calculated on the basis of the f -plane linear instability analysis, mark the boundary between the low-latitude region of insta-855

bility of the RCE state and the higher latitude region where RCE is stable. The early time evolution and up-scale growth is

similar to the constant-f cases, with the scale of the late time aggregated regime larger than that of the disturbances that emerge

from small-scale noise during the initial unstable growth. In this figure only panel (f) corresponds to steady propagation, so for

comparison purposes in all panels the speed has been calculated as the mean phase speed of dominant wavenumber zonal mode

at the equator. As in the f -plane cases, the timescale for upscale growth becomes very slow at large scales. For consistency,860

the plots here are all shown after 400 days of simulation even though there may at that time be continuing systematic growth

of the spatial structure.

The spatial distribution of aggregated regions is consistent with the previous discussion of the f -plane behaviour, in §4.2,

developed further for the β−plane in §5.1. At the equator, where f = 0, we expect the scale of aggregated regions to follow

c/
√

αλ, up to quantisation by the domain size. This is consistent with the structure seen in panels (a)–(c), where the predicted865

scale decreases by a factor of
√

3 between each panel and the zonal scale decreases accordingly. Also as expected, the scale
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of aggregated regions decreases away from the equator as f increases. This is especially clear in panel (c) and also visible in

panels (a) and (b).

In panels (a), (b), (d), (e) and (f) the spatial scale of moist regions at the equator is sufficiently large, Ldyn,f=0 > α/β, so

that the anisotropic term becomes dominant in (36). According to the classification defined in figure 13 Panels (a) and (b)870

reside in Regime B. Consistent with this a region of non-isotropic aggregation forms near the equator and extends to over

part (corresponding to |y|< yiso, of the unstable region, though in panel (b) the anisotropic effect is weak. The anisotropic

equatorial moist regions are locally shifted in the local direction of −n̂, in contrast to the quasi-circular structures seen at

larger |y| where isotropy applies. The increase in damping rates from panel (b) to panel (c), so that (c) lies in Regime A,

decreases the scale of equatorial moist regions sufficiently that the aggregation is isotropic across the entire unstable region.875

Panels (d), (e) and (f) reside in regime C and the extension of the anisotropic region up to |y|= ystab is consistent with this.

Panel (f) is an example of the system with increased diffusivity and all other parameters the same as those in panel (a). The

main differences in (f) relative to (a) are the decrease in ystab, and the slight increase in scale due to the increased with of the

diffusive boundaries between the moist and dry states. Panel (f) shows, in some sense, marginal behaviour between regimes

C and D. Whilst the aggregated regions near the equator are confined to |y|< ystab, they are sufficiently wide that no further880

disturbances form at larger y. The aggregation takes the form of a series of uniformly propagating regions, qualitatively similar

to regime D.

Evidence of the f -plane Regimes may also be seen in the change in structure with latitude. Panels (a)–(c) and (f) all have

a direct transition from Regime I to III at y = ystab, and accordingly aggregated regions remain circular up to this boundary.

Panels (d) and (e), however, have an intermediate range of y for which the local f -plane behaviour is in Regime II. The moist885

and dry regions near the boundaries in these cases are no longer circular and are far more transient, similar in character to the

structure seen in figure 8C.

A case with Leq > ystab is shown in Figure 15. This has parameters chosen to lie in regime D. The value of Q has been

decreased relative to previous cases shown, to 105m, and this has reduced the magnitude of the negative gross moist stability at

RCE, hence reducing ystab to be less than Leq. The unstable region is then sufficiently narrow that the equatorial wave response890

to the moist heating anomalies arising from the instability spread into y > ystab. The associated convergence drives moisture

anomalies and eventually a self-consistent balance between the dynamical and moisture fields is reached, with similar length

scales for each, with the zonal scale given by c/
√

αλ and the latitudinal scale by Leq.

In contrast to the more complicated cases shown in Figure 14, the structure here can be regarded as steadily propagating and

the decomposition expressed by (41) may be applied. Given that ϵ = 0 the primary focus is on the Q∇.u term. It is assumed895

that the flow u is a quasi-steady response to the heating Fh(q). Following the standard procedure for equatorial dynamics, as

applied e.g. by Wu et al. (2001) the divergence may be written in terms of the heating as a combination of non-local Kelvin

and Rossby responses, together with a local (convergence) that balances the heating as implied by WTG. The method for

calculating the Kelvin and Rossby wave responses is set out in Appendix D.

An example of the contributions to the propagation speed of equatorial moist regions of the Rossby and Kelvin wave con-900

vergence response calculated using (41) with the convergence term split into Rossby and Kelvin components is shown in figure
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Figure 15. The thickness h (a) and perturbation moisture q/Q (b) fields for a simulation of the system on an equatorial beta-plane. This has

α = λ = 10−6s−1. The unstable region has been narrowed by decreasing the magnitude of the negative GMS at RCE. For this, we have set

Q = 105m. The horizontal lines show y = ystab. This disturbance propagates to the east at a speed of 0.15ms−1.

16 for both of the uniformly propagating examples. Row (a)–(b) is the case originally shown in Figure 14(f) and row (c)–(d) is

the case in Figure 15. As expected the propagation direction does indeed correspond to the relative strength of the Kelvin wave

response. Row (a)–(b) has a stronger equatorial Kelvin wave response, and hence the moist and dry regions travel westward,

whereas in row (c)–(d) the Rossby wave response is stronger and eastward propagation is observed. In both cases the contri-905

butions from each of the wave types is of a similar magnitude, and there is significant cancellation. This has two implications:

the propagation speeds will tend to be smaller than expected from a dynamical scaling argument, and the propagation speed

and direction is sensitive to the latitudinal structure of the moisture, since the details of that structure determine the relative

strength of the Kelvin and Rossby wave responses.

The arguments in §5.1 suggest that the parameter cβ/α3/2λ1/2 is important, with eastward propagation preferred when this is910

large. This is consistent with the numerical experiments summarised in figure 17. There is a clear positive correlation, however

as expected the variation in speed is not completely explained. For example, the system also shows a weak, complicated,

dependence of propagation speed and direction on diffusivity, with increasing κ both widening the boundaries between moist

and dry regions and reducing ystab.

Regions which propagate to the east tend to have a ‘<’ shaped spatial structure. This structure is also noted in Sugiyama915

(2009b). This is due to the same asymmetry of the Kelvin and Rossby responses that leads to the eastward propagation. The

Kelvin wave divergence to the east is necessarily localised near the equator, however the Rossby wave response can be at any

latitudinal scale. Hence, to the east of the moist region there is reduced moisture convergence near the equator compared to

further from the equator, however to the west of the moist region there is reduced moisture convergence at all latitudes. There is

therefore a tendency for off-equatorial (y > Leq) regions of moisture to shift to the east. For a large moist region at the equator920

extending into this region, an eastward tilt will be generated away from the equator.
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Figure 16. The spatial structure (contours) of the Rossby (left column) and Kelvin (right column) wave response to the moisture distribution

(shading) of a uniformly propagating structure in a beta-plane simulation. The contribution of each wave to the propagation speed is labelled.

Row (a)–(b) is the final state of the simulation in figure 14f, and row (c)–(d) is the simulation shown in figure 15. Note that the colourbar on

each figure has a different scale.

5.2.2 ϵ > 0

A set of examples with ϵ = 1 is shown in figure 18. The change in spatial structure of the moisture field from ϵ = 0 to ϵ = 1 is

largely similar to that seen previously in the constant-f case (Figure 7 versus Figure 12). The associated convergence causes

moist regions to narrow, and rotational flows at larger f lead to spirals in the moisture distribution.925

Of the cases shown, (a), in regime C, and (d), in regime D, may be considered as leading to a coherent steadily propagating

disturbance (although the off-equatorial round regions in (a) are still unsteady). Panel (b) corresponds to regime B and is

closer to local quasi-isotropic aggregation, with features at different latitudes propagating at different speeds. This is highly

unsteady, though the narrow propagation of the nonlinear advective convergence close to the equator is preferentially in the

zonal direction. Panel (c) resides near the boundary of regime B and C. The evolution is still very unsteady, with more evidence930

of rotational advection, particularly away from the equator where f is non-zero.
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Figure 17. Propagation speed plotted against cβ/α3/2λ1/2 for a series of simulations with varying H,g,α,λ and ,β.

For the steadily propagating cases the same technique as previously, based on (43) may be used to decompose the different

contributions to propagation as shown in Figure 19. The nonlinear moisture advection term ϵ∇.(qu) term is now present. It is

helpful to separate out the contribution from any zonal mean zonal flow. This is present because the segregation/aggregation

process, with the form chosen for Fh(q) and Fq(q) tends to lead to a systematic zonal mean latitudinal structure in q, with935

greater q at low latitudes. This leads to a corresponding structure in h and hence in u. This zonal mean structure is present

when ϵ = 0, but then does not have any advective effect on q. The zonal mean u usually took the form of two off-equatorial jets,

centred where the latitudinal gradient in h was largest. This zonal flow can potentially have a strong effect on propagation, but

in the simulations shown here the generation of a strong zonal flow is avoided by choosing λ sufficiently large that variations

in h are small. In practice this means λ =O(10−5s−1), well within the range discussed in the uniform rotation case.940

For reference, the zonal mean u for the simulation in figure 19 is shown in figure 20. In this simulation the global mean u is

0.030ms−1. The damping still allows a non-zero zonal mean u, however this is significantly reduced. The domain mean u is

constrained to be near zero so there is no advection by a uniform background flow.

Returning to the decomposition into different contributions to propagation shown in Figure 19, it may be seen that the

linear divergence term (which has not been separated into Rossby and Kelvin contributions in this case, but the fact that the945

corresponding ∆U is positive implies that the Rossby contribution dominates), the term associated with advection by the zonal

mean flow and the remaining nonlinear advection term are all comparable in magnitude.
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Figure 18. Snapshots of the normalised perturbation moisture distribution q/Q after 400 days in simulations with nonlinear dynamics

(ϵ = 1) on an equatorial beta-plane with (a) κ = 4× 105m2s−1, α = λ = 10−5s−1, the same as Figure 14f. Panel (b) has κ = 105m2s−1

and α = λ = 10−5s−1, the same as figure 14a and panel (c) has κ = 105m2s−1, α = 3× 10−6s−1 and λ = 3× 10−5s−1, and does not

correspond directly to a previous figure. Panel (d) illustrates the case with Leq > ystab, and has the same parameters as figure 15. These reside

in regimes C, B, near the border of B and C, and D respectively.

6 Conclusions

In this study we have presented a single layer model for convective aggregation and its connection to large-scale dynamics.

The linearised shallow water equations, governing the dynamics, are augmented with a moisture equation. The moisture field950

affects the dynamics via a heating term, i.e. a forcing term in the thickness equation, and the dynamics affects the moisture

through convergence alone (ϵ = 0) or with the additional effect of horizontal advection (ϵ > 0). The form of the moisture-

dependent precipitation term and the moisture-dependent heating term are such that under the WTG approximation the spatially

homogeneous state in which both precipitation and heating are zero (the ’RCE state’) is unstable and the system is bistable

with moist and dry stable states (interpreted respectively as convecting and non-convecting). In this regime and with ϵ = 0 the955

behaviour is described by a nonlinear reaction-diffusion equation for q, very similar to that presented by Craig and Mack (2013)

and Windmiller and Craig (2019) (CMWC). As discussed by CMWC, the system exhibits a well-known spatial coarsening that

may be interpreted as a representation of convective aggregation.
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Figure 19. The spatial structure (contours) of the (a) linear wave, (b) advection by the zonal mean flow ū and (c) nonlinear advection by the

wave component contributions of the dynamical response to a moisture distribution (shading) of a propagating structure in a simulation on

the beta-plane with nonlinear advection. The contribution of each wave to the propagation speed is labelled, and has been calculated using

(41).
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Figure 20. The zonal mean velocity (left) and height (right) fields for the state of the nonlinear beta-plane simulation shown in figure 19

.

The difference between our model system and that in the CMWC case is that in the latter the form of the reaction term is

determined solely through the dependence of precipitation on q. In our case it is determined in addition by the q-dependent960

heating, which couples to the moisture equation through the dynamics. This allows us to include more general dynamical

effects beyond the WTG approximation, including the impact of thermal and frictional damping, nonlinear advection, and

rotation, including the extension to the equatorial β-plane. Under WTG dynamics with ϵ = 0 the system, as that studied by

CMWC, coarsens to the largest available scale. This remains the case when nonlinear advection (ϵ > 0) is included, however

the coarsening process is modified and the end state is different. Thermal and frictional damping and f - plane rotation in965

combination set a dynamical scale Ldyn which is an upper limit on the validity of WTG. The result is that coarsening proceeds

only to this scale and then ceases. Depending on the relative values of thermal and mechanical damping and rotation the final
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state may be essentially steady, or it may be unsteady, with, in some cases, a symmetry breaking leading to loss of spatial

isotropy and to propagating structures. The nature of the linearly unstable modes provides some guidance to the type of the

final state that is observed. If f is large enough, with the critical value fstab depending on moisture diffusivity κ as well as other970

parameters defining the system, then the RCE state is stable.

Many aspects of the behaviour of a β-plane may be interpreted in terms of the previously discussed f -plane behaviour. A

latitude ystab may be defined by fstab = βystab. Disturbances resulting from the instability of the RCE state are largely confined

within the latitudinal band (−ystab,ystab), with some penetration outside of this band as a result of the non-locality of the

dynamics, typically with a scale of Leq or the local value of Ldyn, whichever is the larger. When thermal and mechanical975

damping are strong enough, specifically when cβα−3/2λ−1/2 < 1, the evolution of the system is similar to that observed on the

f -plane, with spatial modulation corresponding to the spatial variation of the value of f . The weak anistropy introduced by the

β-effect leads to zonal propagation. The propagation is incoherent, with structures at different latitudes propagating at different

speeds, however those on the equator propagate to the west. When cβα−3/2λ−1/2 > 1 the structures that form in the q-field

are more strongly anistropic and coherently propagating and it is helpful to formulate a description of the dynamics in terms980

of equatorial Kelvin and Rossby waves. If the former dominate the dynamical response to the q-anomalies there is propagation

to the west, if the latter there is propagation to the east. Nonlinear moisture advection enhances eastward propagation but the

enhancement is not large.

The β-plane results that we present, particularly for the cβα−3/2λ−1/2 < 1 regime, have significant common ground with

those presented by Sugiyama (2009b). The behaviour observed in both studies is similar, with small wavenumber, slowly prop-985

agating, moist regions forming at the equator. Indeed, as noted previously, one might argue that we are re-examining aspects of

the models developed by Sugiyama (2009a, b). These models include WISHE, which we do not, and have a physically derived

formulation of the forcing terms Fq and Fh. We on the other hand emphasise the general implications of the bistability of the

system, as implied by the form of Fq(q)− (Q/H)Fh(q) and then choose very simple ad hoc forms of Fq(q) and Fh(q) to pro-

vide such bistability. We also deliberately trace the behaviour of the system through a sequence starting with WTG dynamics,990

and hence the reaction-diffusion behaviour discussed by CMWC, and finishing with the β-plane with thermal and mechanical

damping and nonlinear moisture advection that was the focus of Sugiyama (2009b), thereby provide a new perspective on the

latter.

One difference between the conclusions of this study and those of Sugiyama (2009b) is that the latter suggests that diffusion

is an important contributor to the eastward propagation of moist regions in the nonlinear advection case. We, however, conclude995

that the propagation is due to a combination of nonlinear advection and the displaced convergence associated with the Rossby

wave response. This difference in interpretation arises in part from the diagnostic approaches used to measure the impact of

different terms of the moisture tendency. We assume a uniformly propagating disturbance and then calculate a contribution

from each moisture tendency term to the speed of propagation using (19), taking into account the entire spatial distribution.

As noted previously, according to that approach the net contribution of the diffusive term to propagation is zero. In contrast,1000

whereas Sugiyama (2009b) compares the tendencies at y = 0. Only comparing at y = 0 will overestimate the contribution of

the diffusive tendency to the overall propagation. In a "<" shaped aggregated region, the negative curvature at the equator to
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the east increases the diffusive speed of the boundary whereas the opposite is true away from the equator where the sign of the

curvature changes. The fact that according to (19) the net contribution of diffusion to propagation is identically zero does not,

of course, rule out the possibility that the form of the terms that do contribute to net propagation are affected by diffusivity.1005

Certainly there is evidence of diffusivity dependence of propagation speed in the results presented, for example cases (a) and

(f) in Figure 14, where increasing diffusivity increases westward propagation speed and cases (a) and (b) in Figure 18, where

increasing diffusivity increases eastward propagation speed. A further difference from Sugiyama (2009b) is that we have not

assumed h-dependence in Fh and Fq . As has been noted previously, this follows other moisture-mode models including Sobel

and Maloney (2012, 2013); Adames and Kim (2016), but a preliminary assessment of the effect of including h-dependence is1010

given in Appendix E and concludes that the formation, evolution and propagation of moist and dry regions, as described in §5

above remains broadly unchanged when this is included.

Recent review articles on convective aggregation, for example Wing et al. (2017) and Muller et al. (2022), include the

CMWC reaction-diffusion model in their discussion of different mechanisms and models. The model we have presented above

generalises CMWC by linking the moisture and large-scale dynamical equations. In the categorisation given by Wing et al.1015

(2017) our model fits the category of a long-wave radiation feedback with an additional advective process feedback included if

ϵ > 0. The CMWC model on the other hand, which relies on the form of the moisture dependence of precipitation, is categorised

as a moisture feedback. Unlike the CMWC model, our model, by including dynamics, provides an upper limit on the scale

of aggregation scale, which is finite and determined by thermal and momentum damping rates when f = 0 and reduces as f

increases. How this relates to evidence from GCM and Cloud Resolving Model simulations (Muller et al., 2022) boundary1020

layer processes are important in determining the upper limit on aggregation scale remains to be determined.

Whilst most high-resolution three-dimensional modelling of convective aggregation has focused on the non-rotating case,

there has been some recent investigation of the f -plane and β-plane cases, (Carstens and Wing, 2022, 2023). Some aspects

of the behaviour reported in those papers is seen in our much simpler model. On the f -plane circular moist, i.e. convecting,

regions form and the scale of these regions decreases as f increases, scaling as 1/f in both models at large rotation rates.1025

However the physics of this behaviour is likely to be very different between the two models. In the CRM studies of (Carstens

and Wing, 2022) the structure for larger values of f is dominated by tropical cyclones. These have no clear analogue in our

model which neglects advective nonlinearity in the momentum equation. (Carstens and Wing, 2022) identify an intermediate

range of f within which convective aggregation simply does not occur. One possibility is that this corresponds to our f > fstab,

with formation of tropical cyclones being a distinct process occurs that occurs at larger f value in the CRM, but which is1030

simply absent in our model. On the β-plane (Carstens and Wing, 2023) identify the dominant structures that arise out of

convective aggregation at low latitudes as convectively coupled Kelvin waves, whereas in our model the structures are clearly

moisture-mode in character, with quasi-steady dynamical fields. In future work it would be interesting to investigate further

whether there were are parameter regimes in which our model also shows moisture-modified Kelvin waves as the dominant

low-latitude structures.1035

Part of the motivation for the model presented in this paper is as a basis for understanding the MJO. The model considered by

Sugiyama (2009b) was very similar to the β-plane form of our model and our conclusions are similar. There is organisation into
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distinct moist and dry regions on the equator and these propagate in the zonal direction. As Sugiyama (2009b) we emphasise

that these propagating disturbances are fundamentally nonlinear and their structure and propagation characteristics are not

captured by a linear stability analysis. However, the direction of propagation can be westward or eastward and the speed of1040

propagation is consistently much less than 1 ms−1 when the observed MJO phase speed is around 5 ms−1. Furthermore, even

when the propagation is eastward propagating disturbances, the spatial structure of eastward propagating moist regions also

necessarily forms a ‘<’ shape, compared to the ‘>’ structure of the observed MJO (Adames and Wallace, 2014).

It seems likely that, for a model of this form to produce more realistic MJO-like behaviour, further physics needs to be

included. Recent simple one-dimensional models for the QBO (Sobel and Maloney, 2013; Adames and Kim, 2016), which1045

are based on prescribed latitudinal structure of the flow variables, have included extra effects such as synoptic eddy dry-

ing, boundary-layer convergence of moisture (Adames and Wallace, 2014) and latitudinal gradients in background moisture

(Adames and Kim, 2016) and have shown that these effects lead to enhanced eastward propagation. However the results we

have presented in §5 of this paper demonstrate that propagation speed and direction are sensitive to latitudinal structure, so

there are disadvantages to prescribing this a priori. We are currently including of some of these effects in the two-dimensional1050

model described in this paper with the aim of capturing the behaviour of nonlinear MJO-like disturbances in a model where

the two-dimensional structure emerges rather than being prescribed. Such a model could also potentially be used to study a

broader class of moist tropical variability (Wang and Sobel, 2022).
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1055 Video supplement. Videos associated with the figures shown in this paper are available at
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AG7Mjn0Nk4Gp_1wv0la9NutXAHdUFQuz?usp=sharing



Appendix A: Numerical Details1060

To solve (1)–(3) numerically, we will use standard methods for solving the shallow water equations. The equations will be

discretised on an Arakawa C-grid with the grid spacing chosen to be sufficiently small as to avoid numerical instability. In

general we take a grid spacing of d = 4×104 m and a time step of 112.5 s. The system is then numerically stepped forward in

time using a third order Adams-Bashforth scheme.

On the f -plane, we will take (doubly) periodic boundaries, whereas on the equatorial β-plane rigid north and south bound-1065

aries will be used along with periodic east and west boundaries. At rigid boundaries, a sponge layer will be included to avoid

edge effects. This takes the form of a linear damping term included in the velocity and thickness fields. On the periodic channel

we use on the β-plane this takes the form

αsponge = 1× 10−5

[
exp

(
−70(Ly − 2y)

Ly

)
+ exp

(
70(Ly + 2y)

Ly

)]
s−1. (A1)

The magnitude decays over a scale of 1/70th of the domain. Any numerical results do not depend on the magnitude or decay1070

scale of this damping term.

Appendix B: The f -plane stability boundary for small α and λ

This appendix provides more details of the analysis of the dispersion relation (18), repeated here as

σ4 + [λ + 2α + µ1 + κk2]σ3

+ [(µ1 + κk2)(λ + 2α) + f2 + c2k2 + α2 + 2αλ]σ21075

+ [(µ1 + κk2)(f2 + c2k2 + α2 + 2αλ) + c2k2α + (f2 + α2)λ− gµ2Qk2]σ

+ (µ1 + κk2)c2k2α− gµ2Qk2α + (f2 + α2)λ(µ1 + κk2) = 0. (B1)

This is a quartic equation for σ with coefficients that are either linear or quadratic in k2. Some useful information is provided

by considering the long-wavelength (k→ 0) and short-wavelength (k→∞) limits, both when κ = 0 and when κ > 0. With

κ = 0 in the large-k limit there are roots σ ≃±ick−λ−µ2Q/H,−α,µ2(Q/H)−µ1 =−Mµ1 representing, respectively, two1080

gravity waves damped by moisture effects, a vorticity disturbance damped by friction and a moisture mode (stable or unstable

according to whether M is positive or negative). When κ > 0 all roots have negative real part as k→∞, i.e. the system is

stabilised by diffusion of moisture. The corresponding small-k limits (in which moisture diffusion does not play a role at

leading order) are σ ≃−λ,±if −α,−µ1, implying stability at small k.

Given that there is stability at small k and stability at large k instability at some intermediate k therefore requires a root of1085

(B1) to cross the real axis. This can occur at σ = 0 or at σ = is where s ̸= 0 is real. σ = 0 implies that (µ1 + κk2)c2k2α−
gµ2Qk2α + (f2 + α2)λ(µ1 + κk2) = 0 for some k2 > 0 and it is the condition that this equation for k2 has real and positive

roots that leads to conditions (23) (for f = 0) and (24) (for f ̸= 0).
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The σ = is case is more complicated. Substituting into (B1) and isolating real and imaginary parts gives two equations to be

satisfied by s2 and hence implies a constraint on the coefficients in (B1) and an quartic equation for k2, which must have real1090

and positive roots. Further analytic progress is challenging.

The case f = 0 is relatively straightforward. (B1) has a factor (σ + α) and this simplifies the algebra and allows the σ = is

case to be excluded. Furthermore the fact that σ = 0 occurs at two values of k2, at most, together with stability at small k and

large k, implies that σ complex with ℜ(σ) > 0 is not possible, and that there is a single unstable mode with real σ.

For the f ̸= 0 case numerical investigation shows that when λ is small the real σ-axis is crossed only at σ = 0 and that as λ1095

increases the transition to complex σ with positive real part occurs when there is a double root at σ = 0. This occurs when both

the constant term and the coefficient of the linear term in (B1) vanish simultaneously. Eliminating k2 gives a constraint on λ

and α (for given values of other parameters such as f and κ) which defines the boundary between regions I and IIa in Figure

6. For illustration, the resulting expression when κ = 0 is

λ = λ∗(α) =
(α2 + f2)(Qµ2/H −µ1)µ1α

(Qµ2/H −µ1)(f2µ1− f2α−α2µ1−α3)−αµ1(f2 + α2)
. (B2)1100

In the small-α limit it corresponds to λ≃ α. Since this expression for λ∗(α) ignores diffusivity it will provide an accurate

description of the boundary between regions I and IIa only when that is approximately independent of diffusivity, which, from

inspection of Figure 6 appears to be the case when λ and α are small.

The boundary between regions IIb and III corresponds to a double root of (B1) of the form σ = is, s ̸= 0. However some

information about the small-α part of this boundary may be obtained by considering the special case α = 0. Then there is a1105

root that is O(k2) for small k, with real part that has the same sign as λµ1(µ2(Q/H)−µ1)− f2(λ + µ2(Q/H)). It follows

that for f2 < (µ2(Q/H)−µ1)µ1 there is instability at small k for large λ, therefore stabilization requires non-zero α. On

the other hand for f2 > (µ2(Q/H)−µ1)µ1 then there is stability at large λ independent of the value of α. This explains the

different forms of the boundary between regions IIb and III seen in Figure 6 for f = 0 and f = 10−5s−1 on the one hand and

f = 3× 10−5s−1 and f = 6× 10−5s−1 on the other.1110

Finally we consider the regime where α and λ are both small. This is potentially described by setting α = λ = 0 in (18),

leading to

σ3 +
(
κk2 + µ1

)
σ2 +

(
f2 + c2k2

)
σ + f2µ1 + c2κk4 + f2κk2 + c2

mk2µ1 = 0, (B3)

with the moist gravity wave speed c2
m = c2M < 0 for the potentially-unstable case. Denote the roots of this polynomial as σ1,

σ2 and σ3.1115

First assume that there is a purely imaginary root σ = is, with s real. Substituting into (B3) and separating the real and

imaginary parts gives

s3 = (f2 + c2k2)s, (B4)

(µ1 + κk2)s2 = µ1f
2 + µ1c

2
mk2 + f2κk2 + c2κk4. (B5)
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Eliminating s gives that1120

(µ1 + κk2)(f2 + c2k2) = µ1f
2 + µ1c

2
mk2 + f2κk2 + c2κk4. (B6)

For k > 0, this is true only in the dry case c2
m = c2. Since we are interested in c2

m < 0 < c2, purely imaginary roots are not

possible. Therefore any change in stability happens at σ = 0.

For small k, (B3) has roots σ =−µ1 and σ =±if − k2(2gµ2µ1f
2Q± 2if(f2c2 + c2

mµ2
1))/4(f4 + f2µ2

1), both of which

have negative real part. For instability, a change of stability to occur at some k > 0. This requires the constant coefficient of1125

(B3) to change sign, i.e.

µ1f
2 + µ1c

2
mk2 + f2κk2 + c2κk4 = 0. (B7)

If the system is to be stable, this must have no real roots k2 > 0. Nondimensionalise with f̂ = f
√

κ/µ1/c and k̂ = k/
√

κ/µ1,

for

f̂2 + Mk̂2 + f̂2k̂2 + k̂4 = 0. (B8)1130

The transition from two roots to none happens when the discriminant of this expression (as a quadratic in k) vanishes, or

(M + f̂)2− 4f̂2 = 0 (B9)

This has four roots,

f̂ =±(1−
√

1−M) (B10)

corresponding to the change in global stability, and1135

f̂ =±(1 +
√

1−M), (B11)

which are a spurious solution arising from roots with k2 < 0. (When f̂2 > 1−M , the left-hand side of (B8) is strictly positive

for k2>0).

With zero damping, and assuming positive we therefore expect instability if and only if

f < fstab =
c√

κ/µ1

(
√

1−M − 1), (B12)1140

where fstab is defined by this equality. Since only one mode may be unstable in this case the unstable mode must have a purely

real growth rate and therefore cannot propagate.

When fstab is defined by (24), we can consider the limit as α→ 0 and λ→ 0. This limit is not well defined, it depends on

the value of α/λ.

The condition f = fstab(λ,α) defines a function on the (λ,α) plane, as the maximum f for given α and λ (with dependence1145

on other parameters such as κ suppressed) for which the moist shallow water equations (1), (2) and (3) permit unstable modes.
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Contours of this function are shown in Figure 6, as the bounding curves for Regime III. This surface is expected to be continuous

at all points but the origin, α = λ = 0.

There is a value fI such that the region of (λ,α) space defined by fstab(λ,α) > fI contains no parameters corresponding to

Regime II, i.e. the unstable roots of (18) are real for all k. Within this region, the stability boundary is given by (24), rewritten1150

here as a curve in the (λ,α) plane,

λ =
c2µ1α

κ(α2 + f2)
(
√

µ2Q/µ1H − 1)2. (B13)

(Note that as f is made arbitrarily large this curve moves closer to the α-axis, but does not meet it, so there is always some

range of α such that there is instability for λ = 0.) Within this region, the transition with varying k of a single real mode

from unstable to stable corresponds to the change in sign of the constant term of (18). When α = λ = 0, this constant term is1155

identically zero. We therefore have a degenerate case where the previously unstable mode is zero for all k. The limit as α→ 0

and λ→ 0 of fstab in this region is therefore not expected to be well defined.

In the other section of the (α,λ) plane, where fstab < fI , instability both near the origin and near f = fstab relies on a

combination of two complex roots of (18). If α→ 0 and λ→ 0 only one of these roots can become identically zero so we

expect the other to become the unstable mode, and hence the limit of fstab should be well defined.1160

Since fstab is continuous, apart from at the origin, we also expect the limit along the boundary between each of the cases

discussed above, fstab = fI to give the correct value of fstab(0,0). This is a curve of constant fstab and therefore

fI = fstab(0,0) =

(
c2(
√

µ2Q/µ1H − 1)2

κ/µ1

)1/2

. (B14)

The curve fstab(λ,α) = fstab(0,0) has the expected form, α = λ, when α≪ f .

Appendix C: The Equatorial Wave Response to a Moist Heating1165

The full derivation of linear equatorial wave response to a heating with general thermal damping λ and friction α is derived by

Wu et al. (2001). The setup and relevant results are repeated here for reference.

We look for equatorially trapped steady state solutions to the dynamical equations (1) and (3), under the long wave approxi-

mation. These satisfy

αu−βyv =−ghx, (C1)1170

βyu =−ghy, (C2)

λh + H∇ ·u = F, (C3)
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with u, v and h→ 0 as y→±∞. For simplicity we will take a domain of effectively infinite zonal length, i.e. with length1175

much greater than the extent of the equatorial wave response. We may also assume that F (x,y) has mean zero, as a non-zero

spatial mean part will be balanced by a change in the mean h and not contribute to the divergence or equatorial wave response.

We must first decompose the heating in terms of parabolic cylinder functions D̃n as

F =
∑

n≥0

FnD̃n

(
y

Leq

)
, (C4)

with Leq =
√

c/β 4
√

α/λ.1180

The relevant parts of the solutions are then the equatorial Kelvin wave, which has

h0 =−1
2

x∫

−∞

√
α

λ
c−1 exp

(
−
√

αλ(x−u)
c

)
F0(u)duD̃0

(
y

Leq

)
. (C5)

and the equatorial Rossby waves, for n = 1,2,3, . . .,

hn =−1
2

∞∫

x

√
α

λ
c−1 exp

(
(2n + 1)

√
αλ(x−u)
c

)
(Fn−1(u) + 2nFn+1(u))du

(
D̃n+1

(
y

Leq

)
+ 2(n + 1)D̃n−1

(
y

Leq

))
.

(C6)

The divergence is then calculated using equation (C3). This gives1185

D[F ] = F/H −λ
∑

n≥0

hn/H (C7)

For our purposes it is worth noting that for a heating, F < 0, the equatorial wave response has h < 0, and hence the associated

divergence is positive. This is the opposite sign to the WTG divergence associated with a heating.

Appendix D: Decomposition of the Divergence into Equatorial Wave Components

For diagnostics of numerical simulations we will want to calculate the expressions in Appendix C numerically, including1190

separating the divergence into weak temperature gradient and equatorial Kelvin and Rossby components. The expression for

the divergence (C7) can simply be split into parts

D[F ] = DWTG[F ] +DK [F ] +DR[F ], (D1)

where

DWTG =
1
H

(F ) , (D2)1195

DK =−λh0[F ]/H, (D3)
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and

DR =−λ
∑

n≥1

hn[F ]/H. (D4)

The first two of these are simple to calculate numerically, using the expressions in Appendix C with F = Fh− F̄h. The1200

Rossby wave component will then be calculated as the residual

DR = D−DWTG−DK . (D5)

This will introduce some error as the numerical fields are not exactly quasi-steady, however it also sidesteps a few issues with

calculating the Rossby wave response. The first of these is that simple theoretical expressions for the Rossby wave response

to a given heating assume the long-wave approximation, whereas this assumption is not needed for the Kelvin wave and may1205

not be valid for certain simulations. The second is that the Rossby wave response requires forcing due to all terms in (C4). For

a finite discretised domain these will be both poorly resolved and cut off by boundaries. This leads to errors in the projection,

since the modes are no longer orthogonal.

Appendix E: The dependence of precipitation parameterisation on temperature

The impact of including a temperature dependence in the precipitation, as done by Sugiyama (2009a, b), will be briefly dis-1210

cussed in this section. The coupling terms between the moisture and thickness equations in these papers are assumed to be

functions of the precipitation P , which is assumed to depend only on the moist static energy, cpT +Lvq in standard units, and

the nonlinear combination of P with a surface flux term. The terms thus take the form Fh(q−h/γ,h) and Fq(q−h/γ,q),

where γ is proportional to Lv/cp. This form is motivated in Sugiyama (2009a, b) as a Betts-Miller type representation, but

the alternative interpretation as a representation of the dependence of precipitation on free-tropospheric humidity, which was1215

emerging at the time of those papers, is noted and that interpretation would not require the h-dependence.

The forcing in this paper has been defined differently, we have taken a simple linear form for all forcing terms except for a

nonlinear Fh(q), which provides an effective limit on the magnitude of the moisture variable. Two initial questions which arise

from the temperature dependence of Fh and Fq are: how does the behaviour change if the nonlinear term limits q−h/γ rather

than q, and, what is the effect of a linear h term in the moisture equation?1220

In first case we can get some insight by redefining the moisture variable. In this case the moisture terms become Fh(q−h/γ)

and Fq(q−h/γ). Subtracting 1/γ×(2) from (3) gives

(q−h/γ)t + (Q−H/γ)∇ ·u = Fq(q−h/γ)− γ−1Fq(q−h/γ) +λh/γ + κ∇2q. (E1)

Defining a new variable q′ = q−h/γ, along with corresponding Q′ = Q−H/γ and Fq′ = Fq −Fh/γ we can write this as

q′t + Q′∇ ·u = Fq′(q′) +κ∇2q′+ (λ +∇2)h/γ. (E2)1225

We have returned to the original form of the equations to be studied with a different interpretation of the moisture variable

and some terms due to h on the right hand side of the moisture equation. Physically, it is unclear whether the diffusive forcing
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should act on moisture q or on moist static energy q′, so the ∇2h term may be unnecessary. If this term is neglected we end up

in the situation described by the second question above. The distinction between the two setups can therefore also be interpreted

as whether the diffusivity is believed to act upon the moisture or moist static energy.1230

The situation described by Sugiyama (2009b) is one step further, with Fh = Fh(q,h) and Fq = Fq(q,h). We will now

investigate this case, but for simplicity we will continue to take ϵ = 0. In the strict WTG limit, h = h(t), using (2) to eliminate

the divergence from (3) gives

qt = Fq(q,h)− Q

H
(Fh(q,h)−Fh(q,h)) +κ∇2q. (E3)

This is still a reaction-diffusion equation for q, however now the stable states depend on h, q± = q±(h). These vary slowly as1235

h varies slowly with time.

When Ldyn is larger than the domain size, the arguments in section 2 hold and aggregation proceeds as expected. Otherwise,

WTG cannot be valid across the entire domain. Moist regions, with their associated heating, will have decreased h and the

opposite will apply to dry regions. On a β-plane the region of reduced h associated with a heating at the equator will extend

zonally with the equatorial Rossby and Kelvin wave responses. It is therefore expected that there will be local variation of the1240

stable values of q. Of particular interest will be whether the adjustment to the fixed points due to the equatorial wave response

to heating will facilitate moistening to the east or west of an equatorial moist region.

We know that the fixed points will depend on h, but what do we expect this variation to look like? We will discuss two

informative special cases. For the first, we assume that the moisture and thickness coupling terms depend only on the moist

static energy, Fq(q−h/γ) and Fh(q−h/γ). Note that since the spatial mean of Fh must be subtracted when applying the1245

WTG approximation, an additional linear relaxation term in the thickness equation will not affect the WTG moisture equation.

In this case the stable fixed points are related to the stable fixed points q±0 when h = 0 by

q±(h) = q±0 + h/γ. (E4)

Thus, the stable values of the moisture increase with h.

For the second case we will assume that the effect of h in the moisture equation is weak and therefore may be represented1250

by a linear term. Taking inspiration from te previous case but Taylor expanding the moisture about RCE, the moisture equation

(3) is

qt + Q∇ ·u = Fq(q)−F ′q(Q)h/γ + κ∇2q. (E5)

Note that F ′q < 0. Now, rather than the condition that at fixed points the reaction function Ghq = 0, we need that Ghq =

F ′q(0)h/γ. This corresponds to a translation of the curve shown in figure 1 upwards with increasing h. Therefore as h increases1255

the stable moisture values will correspondingly increase.

These two situations agree on the expected effect of h dependent forcing in the height equation on the moisture distribution,

however the impact on the propagation speed of aggregated regions is unclear. Since the deviation from isotropy in the beta-

plane case is due to the equatorial wave response to the heating we expect significant cancellation between the equatorial
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Figure E1. The late time behaviour of a beta-plane simulation with parameters as in panel (f) of figure 14, but with h dependent heating.

Panel (a) has h dependence in both Fh(q−h/γ) and Fq(q−h/γ). Panel (b) has Fh(q) and Fq(q−h/γ). The ‘specific heat’ parameter

γ = 22.2 has been chosen to match the combination of geopotential and temperature in Sugiyama (2009b).

Rossby and Kelvin wave components, as seen in the divergence response discussed in section 5. We will investigate this1260

numerically.

Examples of numerical simulations from both cases is shown in figure E1. The first case, with both coupling terms functions

of only moist static energy leads to only very small changes from the corresponding case in figure 14—the spatial distribution

and wavenumber are similar, and the speed has increased by 0.1ms−1. The ‘specific heat’ parameter γ = 22.2 has been chosen

to match the combination of geopotential and temperature in Sugiyama (2009b). The fact that the effect is small is consistent1265

with the large value of γ. The height dependence in the second case has had a larger effect, with the wavenumber reduced from

4 to 3, and the speed reduced by a factor of 3.
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